



Cloudy with sunny periods to­
day and Friday. Scattered show­
ers mostly near the mountains. 
Winds light. The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWIwiw tonight and high Friday at Kelowna 55 and 75. Official tem- I>oratures recorded \Vcdne.sday 53 and 80 with .04 inches of rain.
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Proof that Kejowna's cotton­
woods present an important 
dah |cr for the public was hand­
ed to city fathers Wednesday 
about noon by the gale force
blow that hit the Okanagan 
Valley. Sweeping through the 
Orchard City the blow struck 
the above cottonwood near the 
Water street bridge, felling it 
into the roadway and narrowly
missing cars and pedestrians. 
In the Courier photograph may 
be seen Mayor Dick Parkinson 
and city electrician A. E. Guy 





EDMONTON <CP)—The Cana-.nial convention voted overwhelm
-dian liCgiom r^edts-'th^'idetr'-dfj’ 
the word “national” replacing 
“Dominion” in legion business. 




VANCOUVER (CP^ — More 
than 3,500 B.C. loggers were re­
called io  work in the Vancouver 
forest district today, but unless 
more rain falls soon the 
will be only temporary.
Heavy s h o w e r s  Wednesday 
cttimped more than an inch of 
rain on Vancouver Island and 
about one-fifth of an inch on the 
lower mainland.
But the rain belt was only about 
50 miles wide across the base of
iS^iy^lWTtJect the change from 
‘Dominion” ' to “national” al­
though a Quebec delegate told 
them the change would keep 
them in step with “the majority 
of the Canadian people.”
The Dominion convention also 
decided to change the legion’s 
I Legion,” deleting the “British 
! official name to "The Canadian 
Empire Service League” part of 
its title.
REJECT WVF AFFILIATION
The delegates, almost without 
debate, turned down a four-year 
old proposal that the legion be­
come a member of the World 
Veterans’ Federation.
The BESL included veterans’ 
organizations . t h r o u g h o u t  the 
move Commonwealth but the BESL at 
its last convention v o t e d  to 
change its ■'title to the British 
Commonwealth Ex - Services 
League;
The Canadian Legion decided 
rather than change its name to 
include the BCEL and risk hav 




ern Ontario’s fresh peach grow­
ers go to the polls Friday to 
decide whether to keep their 
co-operative marketing plan.
Atout 2,900 growers are elig­
ible to vote, with a two-thirds 
majority needed to keep the 
plan in operation,
^M arketing; Conjmiss^nei* G\ 
F. Perkins says he expects to 
announce results by noon Mon­
day. .
The vote will climax an ex­
tended campaign by the Ontario 
Fresh Peach Growers’ Market­
ing Board and its opponent. The 





(Special To The Courier)
VERNON—Kelowna proposals 
for Ellison field development will 
be opposed by Vernon Board of 
Trade in favor of a Vernon site.
The move is designed to bolster 
a previous recommendation to 
city council that the department 
of transport be requested to make 
an immediate survey of airport 
facilities in the Okanagan.
End object of the move is to 
expand Vernon’s local industry 
The trade board went on record 
Wednesday night as commending 
council for obtaining option of the 
L and A Ranching Company Lim 
ited property, six miles north of 
Vernon, at a minimum price of 
$500 per acre. It is proposed the 
site would serve as an airport for 
the North Okanagan.
The board has recommended 
DOT be requested to make an 
immediate survey and report on 
the most suitable available site 
for a major airport to serve 
present and future needs of the 
Okanagan .Shuswap, Revelstoke 
and Arrow Lakes area.
Vernon mayor Frank Becker 
has stated a reputable aircraft 
company wants the opportunity 
to establish hangars on the pro­
posed airport. He suggested es
tablishmenVof such a field will 
create more local industrs:,.
the province and to the north the 
sun continued to ,bcat on the 
parched forests.
The weatherman said the rain 
was only minor and there was no 
prospect of a major weather 
change. Mo.st are.-is.of the prov­
ince have had no rain for more 
than n month.
Eleven fires arc burning lu the 
Vancouver forest district and a
Rumor Cider 
Price W ill 
Be Reduced
Flood Threat 




By T H F  C A N A D I A N  PRESS
1 PARIS— President Coty in me.ssage to parliam ent, 
offers choice of de Gaulle o r government including 
Communists; Reuters reported he would resign if assembly 
continues to block dc Gaulle's return to power.
O  A LG IERS— Insurgent army-civil adm inistration warns 
it will react vigorously against any Paris attem pt to  
hold up de Gaulle governm ent, but officials express con­
fidence dc Gaulle will take over soon.
O  TU N ISIA  —  A nti-French feeling reported at flash 
point following slaying— blamed on French forces—  
of school teacher, wife and children and other civilians; 
French blame deaths on Tunisian gunfire.
A PA RIS (A P )— The influential afternoon newspaper 
Le M onde W ednesday concluded Gen. de Gaulle is 
lesser of evils besetting Fourth  Republic. In  a front-page 
editorial, the politically independent Le M onde asserted 
the Fourth  Republic has been living a series of lies for a 
decade and that n e t even a respectable man such as Pre­
mier Pierre Pflimlin could save it.
K PARIS— President Coty calls de Gaulle to take over, 
■ • says only he can avert French civil war.
President Coty Says 
De Gaulle Only'Man
BULLETIN
ALGIERS (AP)—A member of Alserla’s ruUng Junta said 
today the army stands ready to move if necessary to help 
bring Gen. Charles de Gaulle back to power at Paris.
PARIS (AP)—Gen. Charles de Gaulle arrived In Paris lal« 
today—and once again disappeared from public view.
P.ARIS (A P )— President Rene Coty warned the N ational 
Assembly today that France is on the brink of civil w ar and  
unless parliam ent calls Gen. Charles da Gaulle to pow er ha
will resign as president. _____________________
In a four-page statement to the
Government Aids
BCEL make another change, it 
would adopt the name by which 
the Canadian people know it, 
simply the Canadian Legion.
On affiliation with the WVF, 
the resolution had been tabled at 
the 1954 and 1956 conventions. 
Thi.s time the motion was re­
jected on a voice vote.
Tlvc WVF is composed of vet­
erans’ organizations in 31 coun-
rhrtial ban on logging remains in,tries and represents a member
• -. . . 1 . __ CAA AAAeffect. Logging can only be car­
ried on between midnight and 1 




VANCOUVER (CP)-Tlje 2,650 
studcnt.s expected to leave Van' 
couver high schools this Hiimmor, 
cither by graduation or dro|>-oiit, 
will have »Hm pickings for Jobs, 
n survey of Joy counsellors in 
dlcatcs.
"We used to get dozens of re­
quests for youngsters by this 
time in previous years," said an 
official of John Oliver High 
School. “This year only five em­
ployers, two of them banks, have 
<pallc<l offering Jobs."
About 650 of the 1,800 students 
completing grade 12 this summer 
will go lo university. The re­
mainder, plus alxmt 850 expected 
to drop out of grade,? 10 and 11, 
will Join the job lineup.
ship of 18,.500,000 
A legion siwkesman said there 
had been some leeling the Cana 
dlan Legion s h o u l d  not Join 
becau.se the WVF includes some 
persons against whom Canadians 
fought In two world wars.
Others oppose the WVF, ho 
added, because of a suspicion 
there might bo Communist in­
filtration.
"These opinions arc largely 
emotional and not based on fact," 
the spokesman said, "but . these 
Issues often are settled on emo­
tion."
VANCOUVER ,(CP) — Minor 
flood threats appeared in various 
parts of B.C. today as runoff 
the main riven systems increased 
due, to high temperatures in the 
snow-covered upper levels of in 
terior mountains.
Patrols were posted along 
Fraser River dikes Wednesday 
VANCOUVER (CP)—The Silnlwhen the water level at Mission 
says in a Victoria dispatch the passed the 20-foot mark. The 
price of B.C; cider is expected river rose almost six inches dur- 
to drop by $1 or more per dozen, ing Wednesday and Wednesday 
"This was learned today from night. This morning the gauge 
a B.C. liquor control board offi- registered 20.58 feet, 
cial despite a refusal from gov- Seepage flooding on the Albion 
ernment spokesmen dr liquor Flats, between the Fraser River 
board chairman Donald McGu-and the Canhdian Pacific Rail 
gan to confirm,” the paper said, way tracks three miles cast of 
At present cider is selling for Haney, left lowTying areas 
$4.50 a dozen bottles. under a foot of water.
The new price is expected to One f a m i l y  was evacuated 
be between $3.25 and $3.50 a Wednesday night as a precau- 
dozen, the paper said. tlonary measure as the water
Ian Greenwood, acting general edged slowly towards their home 
manager of B.C. Fruit Proces- Two dozen other homes on the 
sors, said the liquor control board flats were reported in no imme- 
had been "most co-operative” in diate danger. Police said there 
making it pos.slble for province-is always a small amount of 
wide distribution of the cider, seepage flooding on the flats at 
Regarding the rumored pric?Uhls time of year 
reduction, Mr. Greenwood was Tlie Columbia rose nearly 10 
unaware of any change and pre- inches to 37.18 feet at Trail in 
forred to make “ no comment” 24 hour.s, and city engineer Ron 
at the present time, S. Taylor says there Ls a danger
He explained this first run of ©f flooding if the hot weather, 
cider would be “ very limited” ln|wlth temperatures of 90 to 100
OTTAWA (CP) — Builders of 
small homes now 'will get loans 
,i-|direofc:-:Jronr
Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation rather than from pri­
vate lending agencies, Works 
Minister Green announced today.
Mr. Green. gave the Commons 
a brief statement to this effect 
in reply to a question from 
Lionel Chevrier (L—Laurier).
Later, a CMHC official said It 
will apply to builders—including 
owner-builders — of houses at 
about the price level of $12,500 
including the cost of land.
> Up to the pre-sent, CMHC has 
insured loans on higher-priced 
houses and advanced the money 
to lending agencies for so-called 
"agency loans’.’ on lower-priced 
dwellings. Now, it will do the di­
rect lending on the low - cost 
houses.
The' corporation recently was 
voted an additional $350,000,000 by 
Parliament to finance housing 
operations.
The CMHC official said one ef 
feet of the change will be that 
the corporation will be able to ad­
vance money directly in any 
area. Previously, it had authority 
to lend funds directly but could 
not do so in communities of over 
55,000 population.
Another effect will be that the 
government agency will have a 
tidsdt*’̂ ()ntrot" over the flow
quantity and undoubtedly would 







Extensive damage was done 
to soft fruit crops in yesterday’s 
brief hail storm.
Areas severely hit were: 
Keremeos - Cawston, Summer- 
land, Peachland and Westbank.
B.C. Fruit Growers’ Mutual 
Hail Insurance officials stated 
field men are at present esti­
mating damage, and while no 
figures are available, it will be 
quite extensive, they feel.
One official said the soft 
fruits h^d advanced to the 
point that the ' fruit will be 
pitted when picked.
National Assembly and Senate, 
the president of the republic said 
he saw no alternative to de 
Gaulle.
He .said he Intended lo desig­
nate de Gaulle as chief of gov­
ernment and if the assembly did 
not accept him he would resign 
and turn the presidency over to 
Andre le Troquer, Speaker of the 
National Assembly and constitu­
tionally the man in line to take 
Coty’s office.
Coty mourned that France, one 
of the oldest of democracies, is 
also one of the weakest.
"Thus, if I have passed the tra­
ditional limits which were im­
posed upon my predecessors, I 
believe myself authorized to do 
so,” Coty said in his first official 
statement to the assembly since 
he thanked it on taking office in 
1954.
NATION STILL DIVIDED
“The state does not cease to 
be divided,” Coty said. “ Now we 
find ourselves on the brink of 
civil war.”
After more than 40 years of 
wars against outside enemies, 
Coty asked, “are the French now 
going to fight a g a i n s t  the 
French?”
The assembly was packed as 
le Troquer, dressed in traditional 
white tie and tails, read the mes­
sage. He stood, and asked the as­
sembly to stand to hear the crit­
ical message.
When he reached the point call­
ing for de Gaulle to come to 
power, the Communists sat down 
glumly.




PARIS (AP> — France’s 
Fourth Republic seems to bo 
threatened by the same forco 
that killed its three predeces­
sors—authoritarian rule.
The man who is feared as 
the executioner, Gen, Charles 
de Gaulle, is the one who 
established the Fourth Repub-, 
lie on Nov. 7, 1944, and be­
came its first defender.
The First Republic was 
born Sept. 22, 1792, during the 
French Revolution. Napoleon 
Bonaparte ended it with a 
coup Nov. 7, 1799, and set up 
the First Empire May 18, 
1804.
Three monarchies followed 
Bonaparte and the Second Re-' 
public was established Dec. 
20, 1848, when Louis Napoleon 
was elected president. The 
Second was the youngest to 
die. Louis Napoleon became 
Emperor Napoleon HI with 
a coup Dec. 2, 1851.
The efhperor was . defeated 
in the Franco-Prussian War 
and the Third Republic was 
proclaimed Sept. 2, 1870. Ttn- 
other war with the Germans—, 
the Second World War—ended 
that period of republican gov­
ernment. M a r s h a 1 Henri- 
Philippo Petain established 
an, authoritarian, collabora­
tionist regime, when F rance: 
collapsed in June, 1940.
Abbotsford Auxiliary 
Police Inaugurated
ABBOTSFORD (CP)—A group 
of Matsqui and Abbotsford busi­
nessmen are to become an auxll- 
i.iry police force to aid Matsqui 
municipal police on special occa­
sions and during emergencies.
Dief Agrees To Informal 
Municipal Conference
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min-way thi.i meeting would be dil 
Istcr Dicfenbaker said to d a y  th e  ferent from the annual meeting.s
PARIS (Reuters) — Gen, dcile Troquer asked his comrades 
Gaulle is demanding that Parlia-to remain “very vigilant.”
LONDON (Reuters)—A threat 
of cotfipleto paralysl.i of public 
trnn.s|5ortatlon In Ix)ndon W(»n 
|K).scd today by; 3,000 ixî wcr sta­
tion worker.^
The capital l.s already in the 
grip of a bus strike, which for 
25 day.s has thrown an even 
greater burden on the city’s sub- 
way network. ■ ■
Centenniars Most Dangerous 
Project Under Way On Fraser
PRINCE GEORGE (CP)~One 
of the British Columbia centen- 
nl(»l year's most <iangeious and 
ubsorblng im>)ecta startixl in lids 
Interior city Wwinesday night,
A phrty of men—18 in tdl-^ 
pushed their thlee canoes onto 
the broad waters of the Fraser 
JUver and started a trip GOO miles
I , ,■ ■ ■ ■ ' . ■ ■
to Vancouver and the sea.
Al)ovc the noise of the first dii» 
ol the paddles were the shouts of 
the iwoplej some in fancy dre.ss, 
some looking like miners of 
eenuiry ago, others portraying 
"daiice hall ghis," and the teen 
age sel.whboplng it uj» In a rock 




In  Sixth Day
VANCOUVER <CP) -  Key 
Cro)vn witness Charlc.s Evcrsflcld 
the 46-yoar-old accountant whose 
di.sclosurcs sparked the Sommers 
bribe V - conspiracy trial, goes 
back m the witness box for the 
sixth day today with the defence 
taking over cross-examination ol 
his story. \
The proseaitlon concluded cX' 
nmlnatlnn of Eversfkdd Wednes 
day and defence lawyer Alfred 
Bull began cross-cxnminallon as 
the senior among the defence 
battery of six of Vancouver's top 
lawyers.
It was the 1.5th day of the trial 
and was marked by some sharp 
exchanges between Mr. Bull and 
Mr. Justice J. O, Wilson. At one 
|)hlnt Mr. Bull thrcateneil to call 
former chief Justice Gordon Sloan 
—who In 1055 conducted a brief 
commission inquiry into govern- 
menl forestry matters — before 
the court. * i
*' -.V  (
degrees, doesn’t break. Today’s 
level Is higher than last year’s 
high of 36,52 feet.
At Kamloops, where homes 
along the bank of the Thompson 
River would be affected by a 
level of 17 to 18 feet, the reading 
today was 15.60 feet. This was a 
rise of thece inches in 24 hours.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
\
(Official) \
MEDICINE II.AT ....... .




government hn.s agreed to an in­
formal conference with representr 
atlves of the Canadian Federation 
of Mayors and Municipalities. Ho 
didn’t say when it will be.
He wa.s questioned In the Com­
mons by J. W. Picker.sgill (I/— 
Bonnvistn - Twllllngale), Paul 
Martin (Ir—Essex East) and 
H. W. Hcrrldgc (CCF—Kootenay 
West).
Mr. Martin asked whether the 
government also would soon call 
another fcderal-provlnclnl fiscal 
conference now t h a t  it had 
agreed to meet with the munl- 
clpuHtles. '
Mr, Dicfenbaker said Mr. Mar­
tin ml.sund^rstood him. Ho had 
said the government would meet 
with federation rcpre.sentativcs. 
He had not said It was going to 
confer with municipalities.
Mr. Picker.sgill asked in what
in the past between federal cabi­
net ministers and federation dele- 
gates.
Mr. Diofcnbnkcr said the fed­
eration doe.sn’t  share Mr. Pick- 
ersglir.s attitude. Its officials 
were very pleased that "for
ment be suspended for one year 
upon hi.s return to power, usually 
well-informed sources said today.
During the year the general 
would draw up a new constitution 
providing a different and more 
stable form of government and 
would submit it to the people in 
a national referendum, they said.
The chief obstacle to this solu­
tion to France’s ills—she has had 
25 governments since the w ar-is  
1 bitter opposition by the powerful 
be dif- Socialist party which fears a mil­
itary dictatorship under the gen­
eral.
A loading Socialist, Andre le 
Troquer,, president (Speaker) of 
the National Assembly, is at the 
head of the anti-dc Gaulle forces.
At a meeting of Socialist depu­
ties this morning, attendance at 
which was outside the bounds ofonce” the fodernl government 
was willing to moot with them, the usual presidential neutrality,
According to usually reliablo 
.sources, he said his talk with de 
Gaulle at midnight was "very 
bad,” tind they had failed to 
agree on the procedure for in­
vesting do Gaulle with power.
The .sources said de Gaulle ex­
plained his bnc-ycar suspension 
plan a' the talks Wednesday night 
in which he met le Troquer and 
the president of the Senate, Gas­
ton Monnerville.
Le I'rw jucr suggested a sus­
pension of parlia ment for only 
three months, Monnerville sug­
gested six.
But de Gaulle cut short the ar­
gument.
"This is my last word," l»o 
sa id ." If you want mo again you 
know my telephone number a t 
Colombey,” :
He walked out and drove back 
to his coimtry home.
To Present 1958-59 Budget
SOLID BACKING FOR DE GAULLE
OTTAWA (CP) — Finance Min- 
i.stcr Fleming said today he stlU 
Is in no po.siUon to say when he 
will present his 1058-59 budget to 
the Commons. He Indicated hear­
ing of representations from vari­
ous delegations liad caused some 
delay.
lie was replying In the Com­
mons to Opiwsltlon Ixjader Pear­
son, who had also asked lost
week for an Indication of when 
the budget for the current fiscal 
year started, April 1 would be 
brought down.
George Mcllralth (L — Ottawa 
West) suggcfitcd Mr. FlemihK 
may Imi delaying the budget until 
alter the June 12 Manitoba pro­
vincial election,
June 10 and 17 have? heVn men 
tinned in* speculation' as to the 
dale of Uic budget.
ALGIERS (CP)-The insurgent 
administration of Algeria warned 
today that it would react vlgor- 
mi.-ily against apy attempt to hold 
up, formiition of a new French 
government headed by Gen. de 
Gaulle, \
'Die clvH-mlHIary Junta pul>- 
llshed a firmly worded decision 
ns pnratr(M)p trans|>oil planes 
romped Iffw over the city. Other 
planes formed In de Gaulle’s 
Cross of Ix)rulnc to sweej) over 
the capital.
The s|K)kesmnn for the all 
Algeria public safety, conunltlee 
nummnneci roiwrtcrs Into a spe 
dal conference to rend the warn 
Ing made, by the committee and 
Gen. Raoul Salnn,' the supreme 
military commander here,
There jvas on air of confidence 
among the army and civilian 
lenders that the wartime military 
chief will be buck In office soon, 
1 “1’ho hour of Gen. do Gaulle
has struck,” p a r a t r o o p Gen, 
Jacques Massu, one of the lend­
ers of the Algiers takeover, told 
an audience Wednesday night. 
"Algeria is saved,”
PARIS (Reuters)—Tlie French
Socialist parliamentary group to­
night hsked Ocn. Charles d« 
Gaulle for detnllo of his proposed 
program and alxmt the men ho 
might call on l i r a  new govern­
ment, sources said.
Tunisian Anti-France Feelings 
Boil Over A fte r Teajfiher's Death
TUNliS (neuters)—Anti-French 
feeling reached the flash point 
here today following a govern­
ment •  t a 10 m e n  t that French 
troops murdered a school prin­
cipal, his wife and thret? children 
and nino other civilians.
French officials in Tunis re 
peuted their fears of Ihrentened 
Tiinfslan attacks on tW<> encircled 
French garrisons,'
A j«(>mrriuniqu'o Issued by llio 
govomment said French soldiers 
had slain the principal’s family 
in ah attock on Rcmada, south­
ern 'Anilsla, liUst weekend. ' 
French military aulhorlUpit * 
fused to return their, bodlftai be 
even lo indicate wind'*!'.'they tvero 
hurled," the comidunteup . said, 
adding lhat the were
"confirmed by'FrencIi goWters to 
tho Red Cross."
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•Teachers^ Salary Controversy 
E nded -T em po ra rily  A t Least
The contentious question of teachers' sal­
aries has been settled for the vear at least. 
Whether the settlement was a victory of the 
.. trustees or the teachers is a matter for debate.
The objective of the trustees was to “hold 
/ th e  line" in the interests of the taxpayers, 
but obviously from the first it was impossible 
for them to hold the line in the full sense of 
the ph.msc. They did succeed in holding the 
scale ^ lo w  that demanded by the teachers, 
but whether the teachers actually expected 
- to obtain their full demands or not is some­
thing they alone know.
As it is, the teachers had an irjcrease of 
*•11 per cent last year and 12 per cent this 
2 year for a total of 23 per cent over the two- 
*'ycar period. It is rather a healthy increase^
•  in any employee’s language and perhaps-—
2 repeat perhaps— lliis increase will bring an 
‘ end to salary disputes for a year or two at 
•. least. •
! The local dispute had some elements of 
I many false statements and many more half-
• bitterness and some of comedy. There were 
1 truths bandied about. Some of these back-
1 fired dramatically. However, there is no
• point, now that the question has been settled,
2 in commenting on these, with one exception.
1 This exception is the general conduct of a
• section of the teachers' group at the public
2 meeting sponsored by the PTA. These 
’ teachers were no credit to their organization.
• They were rude and almost rowdy. Members 
2 of the public who went to learn were pre-
• vented from doing so by the sotto voce com-
• ments of this group. They found fault with 
! every rentark a trustee made and applauded 
2 the slightest remark of a teacher member of
• the panel. About all they succeeded in ac­
complishing was to drive previously unbiased 
people right into the camp of the trustees. As 
ope indignat person conmiented; "If these 
be our teachers, 1 do not want them teaching 
my children— at any salary!"
Fortunately, these remarks apply to but 
a small group. For the most part, the mem­
bers of the teaching staff conduct themselves 
as the public expects them to, as ladies and 
gentlemen who have a responsible position 
in the community, people who are looked to 
for leadership in the smaller as well as the 
larger things in life. It is unfortunate that a 
few, m the eyes of a section of the public at 
least, by their actions succeeded in sullying 
the good name of the whole teacher body.
One good thing which did come out of 
the controversy, in our opinion, was ihc re­
awakening of the public intcre.st in educa­
tional matters. It has been many years since 
the general public has been as keenly aware 
of schools and their problems as it is today. 
This is all to the good. Education plays too 
important a part in our lives to be taken for 
granted as it undoubtedly has been in recent 
years. Any controversy which reawakens 
public interest in so important a matter, is 
good for the community.
In this regard, too, we feel the trustees 
performed a good public service in adopting 
the stand they did. If sympathy is to be ex­
tended it should go to this group of unpaid 
citizens who fought a long and tedious and 
frustrating battle with no thought of personal 
gain but solely in the public interest. It is 
indeed a fine thing that there are still people 
interested endUgh in public affairs to sacri­
fice their own time and energy in the public 
behalf.
to follow. (a> A vocation in 
yylUch a professed knowledge of 
some department of learning is 
used in its applicaUon to the af­
fairs of others, or in the prac­
tice of an art founded upon it. 
Applied sjK'cifically to the three 
learned professions of divinity, 
law and medicine; also to the 
military profes.sion. tbl In wider 
sense; any calling or occupa­
tion by which a person habitually 
earns his living. (c> The body 
of persons engaged in a calling."
The authority quoted above not 
only suggests but definitely sta­
tes the ministry IS a profession.
BYGONE DAYS
THE OTTAWA FIRE DEPARTMENT
10 YEARS AGO 
May, 1948
Traffic to and from the city 
and Okanagan Mission was all 
but completely disrupted by flood 
Waters diuring the weekend as the 
Lakeshore Road and the KLO 
Road were channelled and other 
roads used as detours were under 
water as deep as two feet.
Rutland: It was a red letter day 
for the Catholic people of Rutland 
and district when their new 
church was blessed by Bishop 
Martin Johnson, of the Nelson 
.Diocese, last Wednesday. Even 
the new building with its large 
capacity, was unequal to ac­
commodate the crowd which 
thronged in for the Pontifical 
High Mass sung by the bishop, 
assisted by the choir under the 
direction of Mrs. J. Fahlman.
20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1938
About one hundred and twenty- 
five friends of Dr. and Mrs. W. 
W.* McPherson gathered . in the 
United Church hall on Thursday 
evening to wish them “Bon Voy­
age" prior to their departure for 
Scotland.
50 YEARS AGO .
May. 1 ^  . .
Chief Hidson.receivcd a Vicious 
blow in the face from one of two 
men whom he wns ni^resting on | 
Saturday afternoon for being in ] 
OR Intoxicated condition, and ho 
was forced to use his baton to 
club the mnn Into submission,
!\vith the result that the services 
jof a surgeon were necessary, who 





VICTORIA (CP>—A delegation 
from the Kootenays will meet act­
ing Attorney-General Black Fri­
day to demand increased rewards 
for information lending to convic­
tion of terrorist bomb planters.
The group from the Nelson-Trail 
area, headed by Mayor Thomas 
Shorthouse of Nelson, had planned 
to see either Premier Bennett or 
Attorney-General Bonner. But Mr. 
Bennett is in Prince George lor 
the opening of a new courthouse 
and the attorney-general is In 
Europe.
sing Is News, Too
* When a merchant has something to sell,
• he wants to tell the public about it. And the 
•p lan  that comes at once to his mind is to
* advertise his wares in newspaper space.
♦ There, he knows, his message will reach the 
"widest possible market. There he can let tlie 
2 public know what goods and services he has 
2 lor sale.
* This explains the rich blend of news and
• advertisements that makes up the daily news-
1 paper of today. Advertising belongs in news-
* papers because, in a very real sense, it is
• news. Merchandising depends on the news of
2 what is being offered bringing customers to
• the doors of the merchants.
2 W e comnicnd to our readers the goods 
2 and services offered by our advertisers. These 
‘ buy space in your Ylaily newspaper because
•UNITED KINGDOM OPINION
r
Compulsory Identity Cards 
Proposed For A ll Canadians
BIBLE BRIEF
I lire, yet not I but Chriit.
G«l. 2:20.
We regard Paul as the greatest 
mortal man, greatest certainly 
in influence. The secret was that 
Christ ruled his life utterly.
By ARCH MacKENZIE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — Compulsory 
national identity cards akin to 
the wartime national registration 
ones have been suggested in the 
Commons for all Canadians 
16 years or older.
they value your patronage, and want you The recommendation, f r o m
to know what they have to offer. This makesjYvon Dupuis (L — St. Jean-
t-M- r l -  .u- ___ I ,u»llbverville - N a p i e r ville), was
among a mixed bag of proposals 
d u r i n g  the continuing throne 
speech debate.
Documents now used for identi-
enable the individual to assess the value OM ĵi-iving licences, credit cards and 
the product. In  a highly competitive economy, j so on — could be used fraud- 
it is well to compare. And newspaper adver-lulently, Mr. Dupuis said in his 
- ■ • ' 1 speech, delivered in French. He
It .worth while for the public to rw d  the 
good news that appears in our advertising 
columns.
Set forth in a clear, concise way, the ads
using permits a comparison in the relative 
quiet of one’s home with all the pertinent 
information set forth clearly.
The advertisements make good reading be- 
c.iuse they carry news of what is offered for 
sale in the community. The intelligent reader 
accepts this opportunity to get full .value for 
money spent, by paying close attention to the 
message which the advertiser conveys to the 
reading public.
foresaw the only opposition to his 
plan coming from thieves, mur­
d e r e r s ;  election impersonators 
and other knaves. ,
He suggested the cards bear a 
photo and ' information on resi­
dence, place and date of birth, 
marital status, nationality and re­
ligion.
In other sp'eeches, a Saskatch­
ewan member who emigrated 
from the Crimea 29 years ago let
the Commons in on an imaginary 
conversation.with a former prime 
minister about the feelings of a 
new, foreign - born member of 
Parliament.
f in a l  p a y m e n t
Trade Minister Churchill an̂  
nounced 9 final Canadian wheat 
board payment averaging 6.28 
cents a bushel for the 1956-57 bar­
ley pool. He said final payment 
for the wheat pool in the same 
period will be announced shortly, 
Reynold Rapp (PC—Humboldt- 
Melfort), t h e  immigrant who 
made good, said in his maiden 
speech he thought he detected a 
twinkle in the metal, eyes of the 
monument of Liberal Prime Min­
ister-Sir Wilfrid Laurier as Mr. 
Rapp took his first walk up Par 
liamgnt Hill.
And I thought I could hear 
him say these Words; ;|what -are 
you,  ̂ a l i t t l e j u s t  2ft 
years residence,-hbre in Ottawa 
for? Didn’t 1 hear you say that 
all you wanted from life was to 
come to Canada and make 
home for yourself and your fam­
ily?’ " ■ ■ ■
J . .J. Martel (PC r -  Chapleau)
plumped for a doubling of the 
price of gold, now pegged at $35 
an ounce by the U.S. 'This would 
stimulate northland development. 
LIVERPOOL OF B.C.
W. A. McLennan (PC — New 
Westminster) said proper devel­
opment could make New West­
minster’s harbor on the Fraser 
River the Liverpool of the west 
coast.
The proposed federal bill of 
rights, said G. Roy McWilliam 
(L — Northumberland - Mira- 
mlchi) boiled down to a matter of 
little importance. Canadians had 
developed more rights and privi­
leges without one than most 
Western nations had done with an 
enacted bill of rights.
J. E. Pascoe (PC—Moose Jaw- 
Lake Centre) mixed praise of the 
federal government’s wheat-sell­
ing record with criticism of what 
he called; the negative-attitude of 
the Saskatchewan 'CCP govern­
ment to federal farm policies.
Maurice Bourget- (L — Lewis) 
said 17 shipbuilding yards em­
ploying 15,000 men should be 
stimulated to ward off an un­
promising future.
30 YEARS AGO 
May. 1928
By Dominion order-in-council, 
passed at the instance of the De­
partment of Marine and Fisher­
ies, Mission Creek and Bear 
Creek have been closed against 
fishing as from February 16, 
1928 until the opening of the sea­
son in 1931. Both streams have 
been stocked with trout recently, 
and the object of the restriction is 
to give the fish the opportunity to 
multiply freely without interfer­
ence.
40 YEARS AGO 
May, 1918
On Thursday afternoon last 
Hon. W. J. Bowser, leader of the 
opposition at Victoria, visited 
Kelowna and was motored aroynd 
the district by J. W. Jones.
OKANAGAN 
TRADING POST
We Buy Anything 
VERNON RD. 3 MILES OUT
. By ‘‘ONLOOKER’*
• Thomson Newspapers 
J London. England, Bureau
SETTLING DOWN 
f o  THE UNUSUAL
* My feet don’t hurt so much now. 
!• Last week I could not help open­
ing my dlsphtch with the blunt 
itatement that my feet DID hurt. 
That was at the end of London’s 
first week without buses, and if 
the fact that my feet hurt had no 
dffcct on you I assure you that 
It certainly had nn effect on me— 
even though my complaint was 
ifhared by millions of Londoners, 
< But now. ns the second week of 
Iiondon's bus strike finishes, the 
lild feet—in Cockney rhyming 
slang, plates (abbreviation for
into the street constitutes news. 
TOTAL
It has been a total strike. Bus 
men have been rubbing along bn 
just about $5,44 a week strike pay. 
Now, their union has upped their 
pittance to $8,16. Even then, less 
than, ten dollars a week to live 
on makes for a stringent budget.
Whnt the strike has proved is 
the fact that although it would be 
absurd to think that the capital 
could get by Indefinitely without 
its buses, there is dally proof that 
the huge fleet It maintains, in 
off-peak hours anyway, could be 
whittled considerably. And with 
fewer buses, fewer men would be 
needed.
The boss-of the London Trans­
port system, burley cx-journaliat 
Sir John Elliot, warned his strik-
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
“ plates of m e a t’’*—don’t seem to| ,̂^j, people are losing the
fturt as much.
. Like London’s 10 millions, I am
"travel by bus" habit thanks to 
the increase in the number of
[letting used to, having vehicles used and the lack
^umbering, I  of evening travel as more and
cluttering up the streets, When I 
traycl by cab or ear, progress 
is quicker.
. And a strange thing happened 
In London to mo the other day. I
Sis passing Hyde Park. I found nt I could actually smell, the 
flowers. In London’s streets, the 
Smell of flowers wafting actually
iTHE DAILY COURIER
* R. P. MacLcan. PublHUer'
Published every ancrnwin 
cept Sufidaya.nnd holidays a 
Deylo Avc.. Kelowna, B.C 




morc stay beside their television 
sets,
Ho warned them that thousands 
who will be suffering from this 
strike now v 'll never return to 
buses. They will invest instead In 
perhaps a second-hand car ,(you 
can get one over hero for about 
$408) or a motorcycle or even a 
motor-sc(H)ter or pedal-cycle,
And it looks as If he may be 
right. ,
IN CONVOY
TyjJlcal example of how qcon- 
omle.s could be achieved during 
the non-n'ish hour$ In Ixindon is 
provided by a wolKnsod and fre-
. . o , w,„.. qu<mt service around'town called
Authorized as Second tflnss Number 11,
Alattcr. Post Office Dcpartnlcnt, 
OUawe,
1 Member of The Cnnatllan Wms. 
; Members Audit Bureau ot Or- 
culafioiw. .
‘ The Canadian Press is exclu- 
lively entitled to the use for re- 
publication of a» news dc.npatches 
<rcdUe<|4!o U or to 'Fho Assoclatoa 









livery. clljf dl!!ti1ct i?0p. pw 
dfeek. cniirRir Spy coUectinB kwiry 
1  wwks- Suburban mens, where 
(Unrlet ot; delivery' service Is 
ynafattmedi fAtps n» nbmt^
•By tw.n, In Jl.C.. pm
«car;'lS.50;for « months; MOO 
^  i  months. OuUtde W C mul 
W.8.A., $15.00 per j-enr: $t,50 tor 
C months; «.75 wr 3 months;
Shlli
The.se truiuile from Shepherds 
Hush (where there are no shep­
herds and no bqsh these days) 
along through Sloano Square 
(which I.H oblong 1 anyhow) and 
then along Fleet Street (named 
aftier a  river which isn't there 
now anyway! up Ludgatc Hill 
(which Isn't a hill and hasn't a 
gate) to the other side of town, 
i Number H buses,are notorious. 
■You' wait for loilg periods, then a 
whole bunch of them used to 
como along together. But It pro­
vided one of the' best Imndon- 
Coeknoy gdgs I heard. One pas­
senger complained of the way naif 
a,:dor.on came along at once.
"We alWays travel In convoy,” 
dak! the conductor. "And. you 
want to know something? Wo 
haven’t lost a bus yet."
THREAT AVERTiai 
To keep up the morale, a more
by the acceptance by the railway 
unions of a three per cent wage 
increase for its members. A rail 
strike would really prove a huge 
blow to the British economy. The 
bus strike hits London, but little 
outside the capital.
The simmering down in the rail 
crisis has made everyone happy. 
Many thought that the railway- 
men would take a cue from the 
busmen and get tough. But the 
crisis blow up—and blew over—
In less than a fortnight. 
FIVE-YEAR PLAN 
Not so badly hit have been 
London’s theatres. Crowds still 
queue daily for tickets for the rc- 
cently-ojioned London production 
(with New York cast) of , "My 
Fair Lady."
And there is another "soll-out" 
e couple of miles south of Lon­
don’s " rea r’ thentreland aroUnd 
Piccadilly Circus, at the famous 
Old Vic Theatre.
The attraction thorp; three of 
England’s greatest artists. Dame 
Edith Evans, Sir John Gielgud, 
and Hurry Andrews are there to­
gether (or Shakespeare’s "Henry 
VIII.’’
My colleagues in the scribbling 
business who specialize In theatre 
reviewing welcomed these three 
to the Old Vie (or a different pur­
pose. "Henry VIII", marked the 
end of a five-year plan embark­
ed ujxm by the'Old Vic back in 
1953, when It wns decided to pre­
sent all of Shakespeare’s plays 
on the trot betWeen tlien and now.
The flvo-ycsr plan had its ups 
and downs. On the credit side, 
many fine plnyer.s appeared nt thp 
theatre, Richard Burton gave qp 
huge Hollywood offers to jiloy 
"Hamlet" and other plays there 
at $136 u week. Claire Bloom set­
tled for .similar peanut.'i to play 
Ophelia, Sir Ralph Richardson 
wns another who "pln,vcd" the 
Old Vic.
DEBIT SIDE
But on the debit side was the 
f.ict that it was proved well 
enough that although Shakespeare 
wns capable of writing the best 
plays of his nr any other time he 
wrote some Indifferent stuff, too.
But it will be a shock to go to 
the famous playhouse—the cqiilv- 
nlerit, nt the moment, of Britain’s 
Nhtlonol ’Thcotre—and sec play­
ers on the stage dressed In clothes 






Referring to your report on 
Okanagan Helicopters Ltd. of a 
few days ago, the tenor of the 
report seemed to indicate to me 
that you were under the im­
pression that I had resigned 
from the board.
In view of the fact that several 
shareholders have already ex­
pressed regret, I wish to advise 
you that I am still on the board 
of the company and simply han­
ded in my resignation as vice- 
chnirman in order that the ,vicp- 
chairman could be a resident of 
Vancouver so as to be near the 
head office of the company.
I hope you will kindly publish 
this letter so that shareholdcrsi 
of the company will not remain 
under the impression that I am 
no longer a director.
Yours faithfully,
0. ST. P. AITKENS
PROFESSIONAL MEN
Editor,
The Daily Courier 
Dear Sir:
May I have the courtesy of 
your column to "tilt a lancc’’ at 
"the man up the street from me' 
(on Sunday.s only) by George!!
I have never thought of the 
ministry ns a "profession" since 
that word Indicates nn interest 
In financial return for services 
rendered. This Interest , in finan­
cial return is not a characteris­
tic of the men \yho follow the 
enU" of the church. I would 
voniure to suggest that If he will 
take tlmp out to examine his sti­
pend (and hlH own column on the 
same page) your Venerable cor­
respondent will realise that "Pro­
fessionalism’’ is a label ho can­
not wear,
Tliero has been a decided ef­
fort in recent years to classify 
teachers ns men and women de­
dicated to the cause of education. 
There is a grnt measure of truth 
In this undoubtedly, but being 
"profesalonnl" men and women 
ppcratlng in n cnpltnllsllc ayn 
tern they arc intcrestsed in fin 
anclnl returns for services ren 
dered.
Because of the omissions of 
teachers In the past who accept- 
c<l the role of under-paid dedi­
cated people, the teacher of to­
day finds himself a member of 
a profession In a competitive 
field. Competitive that Is for hla 
employers who rpust vie for hla 
8cr\/lces by offering increased 
financial remuneration.
Practically All of the truly de- 
dicnte<l tcachcra In this province 
are grou|)«d here in Kelowna, 
where Urey have laboured for 
many years, despHo the fact that
of school boards in every other 
area of the province. ' '
Even with the new, "tremen­
dously increased” , salary scales 
now “graciously” offered by the 
school board it is very difficult, 
nay impossible, to find another 
school district offering lower re­
muneration.
The sunshine in this fair city 
comes to the teacher in the same 
kind of container as that in which 
it is delivered to the business 
men of the district. Business 
men being reasonable Individuals 
and staunchly .' supporting the 
competitive capitalistic way of 
life, must surely agree that tea. 
chers, being professional unen 
in the sense I have indicated, 
have a demQcratic right to sell 
their wares to the highest bid 
der—which Is sound North Am­
erican business philosophy!
The teachers In this area have 
not exercised this right 'In the 
past, because, being dedicated to 
the furtherance of education and 
having a very real Interest in 
the children with whom, and for 
whom they give so much of their 
time—far, far beyond the bounds 
of their responsibility and re­
muneration, They have endured 
the contumely and insults heap­
ed upon them by, men who de­
mand that teachers be "dedi­
cated’’ while they reserve for 
themselves the right to levy n 
charge on sunshine!
/fo 'Suggest, as you do, that 
tlie contribution teachers make 
to .the mental, physical, emotion­
al and spiritual growth of their
pupils is confined entirely to the 
secular subjects it is their re­
sponsibility to teach, is equiva­
lent to saying that ministers 
work only for an hour on Sun­
day!
From the gardens so carefully 
tended by dedicated and prof­
essional teachers alike, • there 
comes a very varied crop which 
includes lawyers, politicians, en­
gineers, doctors, store-keepers, 
business-men, scientists, musi­
cians, artists, ministers and etc 
etc.
In conclusion may I suggest to 
you. Venerable Sir, that your 
lancc Is splintered and yourself 
unhorsed. You .mu.st needs re 
tire from these lists since you 
cannot in honesty claim to be a 
"professional man" and In all 
other points ralAed, you are sad. 
ly misinformed upon this mat. 
ter and probably, like many 
other good people are writing 
from a basis of grudges long- 
held against the men and wo­
men who directed your studies 
and moulded you Into the man 
you have become.
You may leave, as is custom­
ary, your suit of mall and your 
favourite charger outside the 




Around-the-clock versatility! At work or play, mdoors or out, 
for “dress-up’’ or everyday—this new Zenith Hearing
Aid meets your every need. Puts you at your poised and confi­
dent fcejf. You hear better, and/00k ,.
4 wonder transistors. High performance. No dangling 
cords. No “clothing noise." Use telephone naturally, at ear 
level. The trimly styled temple bars are designed to fit .nearly 
all frame styles. You can choose the frame that does the most 
for your appearance. w .
Come in and see the distinguished new Zenith Executive, 
Eyeglass Hearing Aid for men,,the glamorous new Vogue for 
women. Also the eight other new 4- and 5-transi$tor Zenith- 
Quality Hearing Aids. Or better yet, let us arrange a free 
demonstration in the privacy and comfort of your home. 
Prices from S50 to S175 including Zenith’s famous 10-Day 
Money-Back Guarjintec, 1-Year Warranty, 5-Ycar After 
Purchase Service Plan.
E A S Y  T IM E  p a y m e n t s  IP D E S IR E D  
^  Z E N IT H
KELOWNA OPTICAL CO.
1453 ELLIS ST. PHONE 2987
I tn M i. Ir tm i Irooti, ind ro littd  proltiilonal w rv lM i In connection with Z*nllh [y e il iM  
' Hoaring Aid nto avallibla only through your ophthalmologisl, opiomnirlil or op ik iin .
Editor’s Note; According to the 
Shorter Oxford Dictionary, the
recognized authority, a profes­
sion la "The occupation which 
one professes to be skilled lit and
0 cot>y sa loA  prlco, & cents, serious strike has been Averted
i •" ' : ■' ‘ \
Ttie first pliyalcs lalwratory In 
Canada was established at the 
University Toronto in 1878. rcsixindln^ to the blandlshmentii
they coiild so easily have gotned 
subslnntial salary increases by
A REVENUE RESIDENCE
Wc have nn excellent one year old 3 bedroom home 
with basement revenue. Owner will take as trade-in, 
small, good condition bungalow on down payment. 
Clear title on bungalow preferable.
Luptdn Agencies Ltd.
1536 Ellla SI.
A : ■ .
Phone 4400
k
. . .  anci enjoy B beer 
with a special quality 
a l l  i ts  own. T ry  
6  SELECT, today, 
and see.
fo r  FREE Dollvory 
,ih o n . 2224
Bs-n
8 I C K 8 *  C A P IL A N O  BRHW HIlY lulMITBD
....... I________ _ > - .......... . ' I i ' ................-
Thin ftdvorttecment l« not published or displayed by tho Liquor 
Control Board or by tho ^oyernnent of British Columbla»
« FAMILY iSCAPES BRICK AVAUNCHE
1HE DAILY <X>imiiai 9  
THUS.. MAY » .  IMS "
Storm  Causes M uch D am age
LOCAL and DISTRICT
A Kelowna men. his wife and* Customers served direct by the 
son escaped di;.ister by a few | West Kootenay ̂ Power and Light 
seconds Wednesday afternoon. atiCo. were powerless in several 
the height of the wind storm.!areas for short periods of time 
They missed an avalanche of las transformer fuses were blown
bricks dislodged by the weight 
of 20 tons of roofing.
“ I saw the roof blow off and 
got out of there fast,*' related H. 
J. Hewitt, who was driving a 
truck into the combination gar­
age and storehouse used by Can­
adian Canners, just before a gust 
of gale-force wind shoved the 
entire roof to the ground. His 
^vife and son Harold were pas­
sengers.
Mr. Hewitt geared into reverse 
Just in time to avoid being hit 
by chunks of brickwork, some as 
much as 12 feet high.
STBIKES TWICE
History had repeated itself 
with a commotion that could be 
heard almost hall a mile away.
In 1832, wind knocked the roof 
of the same building in much the 
same way. A boiler house was 
smashed, and power'’lines sev­
ered?
The storehouse, built in 1915, 
once boused an apple dehydrating 
plant.
Mr. Hewitt, manager of the 
local Canadian Canners plant.
( speculated that the roof had actu­ally been "raised” from its brick 
moorings. High-velocity wind, he 
explained, entered the building 
through open doors and windows 
and became powerful enough to 
lift the roof.
Damage has not yet been esti­
mated.
by lightning surges.
In the city there were several 
interruptions due to trees and 
poles being blown over by the 
force of the gusts that reached 
cn estimated 50 miles an 
velocity.
Biggest area affected was from 
Water St. west and between Har­
vey and Park when an old cot­
tonwood tree was bowled over 
across the city’s high voltage 
lines on Water St.
EOTTEN TKEES 
Flashing wires dangled for sev­
eral minutes before power was 
shut off, but RCMP were on the 
hour;scene in not much more than a 
i minute to control traffic and
SOME DISTRICTS OVER QUOTA 
IN ANNUAL ARTHRITIC DRIVE
Total of $1,321 has been collected to date in the 
Canadian Arthritis and Rheumatism Society’s campaign 
in the Kelowna district. Quota is $1,750.
No canvassing is being done in Kelowna city or 
Glenmorc as these areas come under Community Chest.
Rutland, Ellison, Westbank, Okanagan Centre and 
Winfield have all exceeded their quotas. Several districts 
have established records.
Campaigning is e.xpccted to be completed by the end 
of the month.
keep anyone from getting too 
close to the hot wires.
Area affected was without 
power for some 50 minutes.
Electrical syperintendent Ted 
Guy said the tree that caused the 
trouble was rotten. It was on the 
property of Roy Haug, 174S Water 
St.
“There are many more trees 
like that,” said Mr. Guy, "that 
are a potential hazard to lives 
and to power lines. Owners of 
property where such trees are 
should do something about it be­
fore more trouble is,caused.'
Mr. Guy said there Is a bylaw 
requiring such tree hazards to 
be removed.
POLES DOWN
A house on Osprey Avenue and 
another on Glenwo^ Ave. were 
vithout power for a while after 
trees snapped wires leading to 
the houses.
Two power poles also were
pushed over by-the wind, but in 
both cases the wires were un­
cut and there was no major dis­
ruption in power. One of these 
incidents occurred near the hos­
pital while the other was at the 
north end of town, on Richter St., 
near the winery.
Ominous clouds began boring 
down in the Kelowna area shortly 
after 12 noon. A heavy dust storm 
was whipped up by the winds 
shortly after 12:30 p.m.
Rain fell for about a half hour, 
but after the original onslaught 
the fall was light and the streets 
dried up quickly.
HEAVY WAVES 
There were several other re­
ports of trees blown over in the 
city and in the rural areas by the 
gusts. Lightning flashes came in 
quick succession, but none of the 
bolts hit near the, city, v 
A window at the new Credit 
Bureau headquarters was blown
in, showering glass on Tom Hill. 
He suffered superficial cuts to 
the head and face.
The high winds stirred up 
vicious waves for a brief spell, 
giving small boat owners a few 
worried minutes. Members of the 
Kelowna Yacht Club hurried to 
the docks where a couple of the 
boats had broken away but they 
were secured before any dam­
age was caused.
There was no interruption in 
ferry traffic, but passengers 
were well "rocked” when the 
wind was blowing at its worst. A 
lake tug pushing a barge got 
through the small gap between 
the bridge pontoons and the lift 
span just as the wind started to 
come up.
Had the wind struck a few 
minutes earlier, severe damage 
might have been caused to the 
bridge, or to the barge, or to 
both.
CP, CN Railway O fficials 
On Business Visits To City
High officials of both of Can­
ada’s major railroads were in 
Kelowna Wednesday.
Herbert D. Parr, assistant gen­
eral freight traffic manager for 
CNR at Montreal, and Graham C. 
Norman, freight traffic manager, 
western region. Winnipeg, were 
here for the day in a Canadian 
National private car. ’They were 
on a routine visit, a, spokesman 
said.
Here to confer with B.C. Tree 
Fruits Ltd. officials over matters 
affecting the fruit industry and 
Canadian Pacific Railway were 
the following CPR officials: L. R 
Smith, Vancouver, general super 
intendent. Pacific region; E. E. 
Bartlam, general freight agent. 
Pacific region. Vancouver, and 
A. Cowburn, Penticton, super­
intendent of ^the Kettle Valley 
division.
BI W. Chapman, district freight 
agent in Kelowna, also partid- 
patted' in the discussions with 
BCTF officials.
G, Meldrum, superintendent of 
the Revelstoke division, CPR, was 
in the city Tuesday on a routine 
inspection.
TO TRY EX-MAYOR
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont, (CP) 
—A grand jury has returned true 
bills in two theft charges against 
Merton H. Mulligan, 47, former 
mayor of the town of Thessalon, 
50 miles east of here, and Pro­
gressive Conservative candidate 
for the Algoma East 1957 federal 
election. Mulligan is charged with 
stealing between 1954 and 1957 
mining share certificates valued 




Many homes in the city and dis­
trict were without power for dif­
fering periods of time during and 
after the wind and lightning storm 
struck.





Luke Lock, late of 797 Bay Ave., 
and a city of Kelowna employee 
for 30 years until his retirement 
in 1950, died Monday at the local 
hospital at the age of 77.
FVneral service was neld this 
morning at Kelowna Funeral Di 
rectors’ chapel, with Lieut. R. W 
Wicks of the Salvation Army of­
ficiating. Burial was' at the Kel 
owna cemetery.
The late Mr. Lock, who was 
bom in Gillingham, Dorset. Eng., 
in 1881, came to Canada 65 years 
ago and to Kelowna in 1918. He 
leaves two sons, Victor and Wil­
liam, both of Kelowna; five 
daughters, Mrs. A. W. (Florence) 
Lehman, Victoria; Mrs. J. (Rose) 
Fiann, Kamloops; Mrs. L. (Clara) 
Fontaine and* Mrs. D. (Verna) 
Kroffett, both of Youbou, B.G-, 
and Miss Ethel Lock, New West­
minster.
Fourteen grhndchildren. seven 
great-grandchildren and one sis­
ter, Mrs. Frank Bouvette. Kel­
owna, also are survivors. He was 
predeceased by his wife and one 
brother.
Okanagan Telephone Company 
this' week award^ a contract to 
Busch Construction Co. Ltd. of 
Kelowna for a $45,000 addition to 
its Kelowna telephone exchange 
building. >
To be completed early in Sep­
tember, the additional 2,200 
square feet of floor space will 
house additional dial and long 
distance equipment and trunking 
termination equipment for inter­
office calling between Kelowna, 
Rutland and Okanagan Mission.
With the awarding of this latest 
contract the telephone company 
now has nearly $100,000 worth of 
building projects in progress with
new community dial offices at | 
Rutland and Okanagan Mission, || 
and a $28,000 adddition to the! 




Lake Nipigon, covering 1,590 
square miles fn Ontario’s Thun­
der Bay district, has more than 
1,000 Islands.
Funeral service was held to­
day for James William Gammie, 
a longtime resident of the Ellison 
district, who died in the Kelowna 
General Hospital Monday at the 
age of 68 years.
Rev. R. S. Leitch, First United 
C îurch minister arid padre the 
Cai^adian Legion in KeloWha, of­
ficiated at the final rites at the 
Kelowna ~F u n e r  a 1 Directors 
chapel. Burial was at the Kel­
owna cemetery.
Born in Foggieton, Peterculter, 
Scotland, the late Mr. Gammie 
came to the Ellison district direct 
from his native land in 1911. He 
had farmed in the area until a 
few days ago. He is survived by 
one brother and two sisters 
Scotland.
Mounties Celebrate 85 
Years Of Loyal Service
k
OTTAWA (CP)-On May 23. 
1873, six years after confedera­
tion, Parliament authorized the 
formation of a police force to 
stop the liquor traffic among the 
Indians in Canada's Northwest.
The force, named the North­
west Mounted Police, began with 
150 men and grew to 300 in a 
year. The scarlet tunic soon be­
came a symbol of law and order 
in the wild northland.
Mounties gathered M o n d a y  
night with Governor - General 
Massey to celebrate the 85th 
birthday of the force, now known 
as the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police.
They recalled bygone days of 
galloping horses and Indian war 
whoops when their members 
were mounted oh horses instead 
of motorcycles. '
SAVED 'jriilE INDIANS
Their pioneer work was vividly 
described by Chief Crowfoot, 
head of the Blackfoot Confeder­
acy, ns he and other Indian chiefs 
signed a treaty with the Cana 
dion government In 1877 at thp 
Blackfoot Crossing on the Bow 
River cast of Calgary:
"H the police had not come to 
this countnc where would we all 
be now? Bad .men and whisky 
were killing us so fast that very 
few of us would haye been left 
today.
"The nollce have protected us 




Aid. Arthur Jackson will be 
leaving here Saturday morning 
for Victoria to represent the city 
at the annual convention of the 
Canadian Federation of Mayors 
and Municipalities. Mrs. Jackson 
will accompany her husband.
The convention begins Sunday 
and ends Wednesday.
Meanwhile a special train 
carrying delegates to the con­
vention is on its way after a 
group of 80 delegates from Que­
bec and Maritime provinces were 
increased by 40 delegates and 
their wives from Ontario.
Receptions for the party have 
beea planned for -Winnipeg, Sas-  ̂| 
katoon and Jasper. By the time 
the train reaches Vancouver it 
expected the delegates willjis
number almost 200.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Further! 
negotiations will be held Wednes­
day in an attempt to settle the | 
B.C. cement masons strike. a | 
spokesman for the Cement Ma­
sons Union said Tuesday thel 
General Contractors’ Association 
has suggested a 10-cent-an-hour 
increase, retroactive to April, 
with a further 10 cents in July. 
The union originally sought a 70- 
cent raise over the current rate; 
of $2.30 an hour.
Icct it from the frosts of winter.
With the signing of the treaty 
complete sovereignty of the Ca 
nadian West passed to the Domin 
ion government, but the work of 
the Redcoats still goes on.
The horse has largely been re­
placed by automobiles—1,300 of 
them—motorcycles, aircraft and 
boats,
The force has grown to 5,281 of- 
(Icors and men, 357 special con­
stables, and 1,513 civilians.
Tlie RCMP acts as the provin­
cial police force in all provinces 
except Ontario and Quebec.
Its battle flag, the crimson and 
gold guidon presented 20 years 
ago by the late King George V, 
shows these battle honors—North­
west Canada, 1885; South Africa, 
1900-1902; France and Flanders, 
1018; Siberia 1918-1919; and Sec- 
ond Wdrld War connlcLs. '
Fraser Canyon 
Highway Shrinks
boston  BAR. B.C. (CP) - 
British Columbia's spectacular 
Fraser Canyon Highway h a s  
shrunk liY 2'.ji miles.
H lost (hat distance with 
the opening of Nine - Mile 
Cttn>'qn Bridge by Highways Min 
later P. A. Qaglardl.
Soaring 360 feet above AinsUc 
Creek, the spanking-new span 
eliminates ,<me of t h e  worst 
switchbacks on the historic riSutc.
Work on the 70O-fooMong steel 
structure 170 miles northeast of 
Vancouver begah in the summer 
o f  I M T .  /
A erowd of ajo gay-90s garbed 
spectatora from nearby Boston 








1485 Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Office
AN URGENT MESSAGE 
TO KELOWNA CITY PARENTS
Final registration of city children and those living 
in the Rnymor School area,,who commence Grade I in 
September, will take place in the office of the Principal 
at the C(intral Elementary Schooj, 1825 Richter Street, 
Thursday and Friday, May 29th and 30th, between 9 
a.m. and 4 p.m. The presentation of a hirth certificato 
is required.
Since classes in September will undoubtedly 'b e  
over-crowded, parents are urged to register children at 
this time to be sure of accommodation.
From results of registration taken two weeks ago, 
school officials km;)w that there must \̂ bc a number of 
parents who did not register. It is inipqssible to plan 
September grade one cln.ssc|i unless nil parents register 
their children immediately.
F. MACKLIN, Sccrctary-Trcasarer, 
School District No. 23 (Kelowna).
9 m DON UNGE DAYS
FRI, and SAT. -  MAY 3 0  and 31
SALE




lUlOVA l l  “ V"
23 jewels, precis'ion ad- 
adjusted, self-windinz, 
certified witerprcol*, 
shock resistant, anti- 
rnaanetlc, unbreikahit 
mainsprinr,' iwiep sac- 
ond hand.
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Reg. Price 100..0  ̂
Centennial Trade-In _20.00
SPECIAL Yours 
For O n ly__...__ *80.00
NO MONEY DOWN — $1.00 WEEK|.y
DIAMOND SPECIALS
FREE WEDDING BANDS












FREE INSURANCE — NO MONEY DOWN 
FREE BRIDE’S BOOK
Watches -  No Trade-In Needed 
COUPON SPECIAL




a V i  *  USE $10 .00  COUPON 
5-YEAR GUARANTEE 
R E G .P R IC E $ 6 9 .5 0 -  
lESS $10 .00  COUPON
YOUR CHOICE-  59.50
)
[Centennial Sale Price)
Pay $1ii00 a week at Don Lange!
★  English Bone China
Values to  $2.50 
CUPS and SAUCERS 
O nly  9 5  c
L'l
ENGLISH BONE CHINA
Cream and Sugar 
and M atching Tray - -
A BieautifOl Strand oL 
Cult^ured Pearls
For Only .   ̂ .






$ 0 0 .5 0 I Clip This Coupon
, WORTH
McBRINE
•  In Three Colors!'
Regular Price -  -  -  $69 .50  
-Less - -  .  -  ,  ,  $30*00
CENTENNIAL C A
PRICE      .............  W a l i U
No Money D<awn $ t A Week
SUMMER ROPES
•  All Colors
•  A ll s ty let $1.00
•  Contonnial Prico>. -  I  i
$ 1 0  0 0
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New Physical Jerks Plan 




We quite agree. Wholeheartedly and without reservation,
wc cndors'fC it. Wc couldn t more.
K  in case you arc still with us. we'U point out we are 
being so amiable about a statement made by a Montreal 
DhylScaTliUiMs teacher. Brian Clcery. when he says that many 
Canadian schools are "wasting money and talent on their 
aUiletic programs. We have poignant memories of a long sue- I 
S o n  if  highly paid louchli teachers trying m vam to intro­
duce rhythm and power into this ungaiidy carpass, with singu­
larly unsuccessful results. . . .  , i  i,,
But If we were happy with Mr. Clecry (bless liis soul.> at 
this point, we grew positively ecstatic at his statement that 
ichools "should junk any gymnasium apparatus they have, 
a u ^ a s  stall bars and rings, and concentrate on providing In- 
strucUon in fields the students will be able to put to good usa
an unsrlUlng irrmnast, who suffered a post-graduate 
course ^to, on, and around these torture deylcei in t ^  ermy 
and to the navy, after a wholly suffldent tenn *,*
cannot help but appUud Mr. Cloery't Mtuteness. Particularly 
■Inee we sDcnt an unsuccessful decade or two trying to con- 
Vtace a s S s s to n  of PT teacher., phyrteal Jerlu toatructoro
and PTl’o of the saiM thing. j  u
"Junk ’em,” we said. They just smiled icily and said,
"Get on with It!’!* . u .ii -  .We began to think the guy must have been reading our
* mail however, when ho said, "Students inherit a (feeling of 
inferioritv when gymnasium appargtua Is used, because they 
arc incapable of performing the exercises." Oh, man, this
. boy has been around! . , . »
But we’d Uko to Indicate that any feeling of toferiorUy that 
could develop to the bosom of a school student as the result 
of being Inadequate on the gym gear Is but a pale Imitation 
of the positive degradation that can fester to the toeast of a 
"boot" sailed when rock-Jawed, ripple-muacled PTl ■ levela 
his eontemptuoos gaxe at his fumbling efforts to carry his 
’ 2 0 ^ d  pounds to a neat neck-spring over a pile of wood and 
leather facetiously known as a "buck.”
Even,though we feel there is little chance we will ever 
. be called upon again to do a “Burt Lancaster, we feel it 
expedient to take out a little insurance. . . .
WcTl back this fellow Cleery to the hilt.
INJURY JINX HOUNDING 
MAJOR LEAGUE PLAYERS
NEW YORK. (AP) Right-hander Bob Buhl of Mil- 
%vaukcc Braves and Granny Hamncr, Philadelphia 
PhiUics’ infield handyman, were lost indefmi|lcly today as 
the injury jinx continued to hound major league baseWl.
Buhl, troubled by a sore arm for two weeks, was left 
behind as Milwaukee took off on a  16*garac rond trip. 
Hamncr. batting .301 and leading the Phils in r \ ^  batted 
in and doubles, was scheduled for a knee operation today 
after tearing some ligaments in a collision Monday with 
Charley Neal of Los Angeles Dodgers.
Softbal 
New
Softball will swing into action I The Rutland Rovers ,arch-rivals,cn Sunday at 6:30, with civic dig- t.oiis, until play-off time. Ixicallj, 
at the new Gaston cf Qub 13 for the last few years.Ultaries in attendance and a brief;there w^re only two tew ts most
Avenue park on Sunday. June l.jand winners of their own Victoria!inaugural ceremony’ preceding of the Ume. one of 
at 6:30 p.m., with the prospcctsiDay softball tournament, will be|the game between Club 13 and a n d  one  jumor, so theie was verŷ  
for a strong, five-team men’s under the guidance of big Earl j the Blue Caps
f '
K elo w n a  O rio les have acquired I nagan, provided he couW le t 
one of the most promising hurlers suitable employment. Scott told 
in the Okanagan VaUey. The Courier he had long wanted
He Is 21-year-old Ray Scott ofjto pitch for Kelowna, but h a < ^
I JUST LIGHT DUTY
After he has belted out all these monstrous, neuroses- 
developlng implements of physical hazard, Cleery goes several
steps further. . . .  . . j
"A wall and an open field are the basic requirements, and 
most of the equipment can be acquqired in lots, cheaply." 
Say, this boy has not only endeared himself to unhappy students 
the world over, he has also set up a mass love-affair with 
the country’s school boards. ^ „ iv
On the subject of exercise, he endorses light callsthenlcg 
for 20 mlnuteB per day, rather than brutish exercise taken 
once or twice a week, Hla contention U that the tofreaauent 
periods produce stiffness to the students and "little else” be­
cause of their limited duration. He can aay that again. How­
ever, to the army and the navy they managed to produce a 
high degree of sUffness even wifh dally "Ught” calisthenics.
It was a subject of much hilarity among the straight- 
backed, stiff-necked heroes of the hardwood floor when a di- 
 ̂ rective came out instructing them to proceed with “light 
calesthenlc drills,” preferably to music. The only music that 
the average bull-decked physical jerks instructor knew was 
. the "Dance of the Valkyries," or something equally stirring,
• and they didn’t  feel the exercise was doing the victim any good 
■ until the blood started to drip bn the polished floor.
However, , we have digressed, we were speaking of students.
VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE
• Cleery’s radical suggestions dp not cease with the re- 
' moval of the gruesome impedimenta or the introduction of
• plealant posturing^ Not by a jugful! . ' , ^
He has Introduced a weekly period of instruction to the
• fundamentals of such things as clouting a tennis baU, swtag- 
 ̂ tog a goU club, casting a fly rod, or pitching, a  tent. Our de^
‘ votion and Cleery’s delighted following have increased once 
^ again, bringing us almost to the pursttog point of infatuation.
‘ Think of the number of cowering wives and terror-stricken 
' children in the country every summer’s night, as Father pitches 
^ the tent—swiftly shrun’xen from pleasure-seeking creatures to
• craven c6wards with his blistering tirade of profanity and de- 
' moniac gyrations. Then picture the same little family groups 
 ̂ s i t t i^  down in tranquil contemplation of the sunset while their
• ten t-^to^g-graduate father calmly and quickly erects their
! A ^ b ic tu re  the gleam of respect in the eyes of the tender
• y o u n jf 't^ e  the first time she sees her ever-lovin’ groom grasp
■ a fly-rw  *with authority, seize a golf club with confidence, or
■ smash a tennis ball with conviction. It’s liable to change the
• whole Institution of marriage.
‘ The only thing wnmg with Cleery is he was boip 30
• years too late.
Summerland.
Scott arrived in Kelowna this 
week and is employed by Orchart 
City Motors. Rumor has it he will 
pitch against Oliver at Elks Sta­
dium Sunday, although tljls has 
not been confirmed by team of­
ficials.
The youthful moundsman has 
been firing baseballs since the 
age of 13, when he first joined 
[Organized diamond activity with 
Summerland Juniors. He played 
with that team five years, then 
spent two years in senior ball at 
Terrace.
Scott was scouted for Stockton, 
California, in early 1957 and re­
mained with the American "C” 
team until June, 1957. Main rea­
son'for his leaving was the fact 
Stockton, a cellar club at the 
time, felt the squad needed an 
older, more widely-experienced 
hurler to pitch them upstairs. 
TRIED LETHBRIDGE 
Young Scott, then 20. tried 
Lethbridge, but returned to Sum­
merland at the end of the ■ 1957 
season.
 ̂ Early this year he started with 
Yakima, Washington, but decided 
he would rather play in the Oka
wait for the right timing. The 
local club wasn’t I "quite ready" 
when he returned from the UJS.
He joined Summerland Macs 
and almost defeated the Kelown 
inns in .the ir meeting with the 
southerners May 11.
Recently, however, arrange­
ments were completed to bring 
him here and Orioles signed 
Scott this week.
'The young moundsman is known 
for his ability to pull himself out 
of hla own bole$ and although not 
a hitter is capable of both ex­
ceptionally good pinch-pitching 
and sturdy route mound work. 
YANKEES WIN 
Scott made his first appearance 
on a Kelowna diamond at Osprey 
Park Wednesday night, when he 
assisted Les Schaefer in coach­
ing the Babe Riith League Yan­
kees to an 8-7 win over Bill Mar­
tino’s Dodgers.
Johnnie Culos, Oriole third 
baseman, worked with Martino.
Last night’s fixture was um­
pired by Larry Schlosser behind 
the bat and Milt Randall of South 
Kelo'vna on the bags.
Yankees defeated Red Sox last 
week 12-2.
league, provTtog entertainment 
in the local loop.
On the distaff side, the forma­
tion of the Okanagan Women’s 
Softball League will eliminate 
the possibility of disinterest from 
lack of competition, the bug-bear 
of the gals’ loops in the valley.
The men's league will contain 
the two old standbys. Club 13 and 
Rutland Rovers, with the three- 
year-old Firemen coming in 
again, and two new clubs, the 
Blue* Caps and the Centennials.
Super Valu Aces, coached, by 
Herman McArthur, will carry 
Kelowna colors in the southern 
half of the valley loop, in com­
petition against the Rutland Rov- 
ettes, under Don Volk, and teams 
from Penticton and Peachland. 
Northern half of the distaff loop 
\/iU sec two Vernon teams, Mc­
Culloch’s and Unknowns, one 
Salmon Arm club and one Kam­
loops nine. The two section win­
ners will play off to determine 
the valley champion.
VALLEY FINALISTS 
Club 13, last year’s local cham­
pions and valley finalists against 
the provincial championship Ver­
non Coldstrcams, will be coached 
by Joe Welder. Welder took over 
from Joe Schneider, the man who 
has carried softball on his shoul­
ders for the last few years, when 
Schneider suffered a hair-line 
skull fracture at work, and had to 
lay off some of his. activities tem­
porarily.
Fortney .the pitcher with the con­
troversial fast delivery.
The Firemen, playing their 
third year in the city iehguc, will 
be under the guidance of Ernie 
Kowal again, and will have some 
of the Packers hockey club In the 
line-up when they strut their stuff 
this year.
The Firemen will be sUging 
a practice session tomorrow at 
6:30 p.m. to the new park, and 
will welcome any potential 
players to the workout. Team 
manager Kowal reports the 
need of a few more men to the 
lineup.
The Blue Caps are a junior club j 
entered in the senior league for 
competition, and hoping to take a 
crack at provincial Junior honors 
Formation of this club to date 
has been handled by Dick Jones. 
NEW COLOR
A colorful new entry In the 
league will be the Centennials, 
coached by Frank Wickenheiser, 
and composed of veteran softball 
and baseball players, largely. 
Riddled with experience, this club 
will probably provide plenty of 
heady action.
The league will kick off in Rut 
land, with the Rovers hosting the 
Centennials in their re-vamped 
park on the senior high grounds 
at 6:30 tomorrow night, Friday, 
May 31.
Kelowna’s opening, and the 
christening of softball’s new Gas 
ton Avenue home, will take place
At the local softball organiza­
tional meeting, held on Tuesday 
right, Andj’ Six-rlo was returned 
as president of the association, 
with Mary Welder taking the post 
of secretary-treasurer again.
The girls’ league has been suf­
fering from lack of competition 
for the last few years, with no 
inter-city play except for exhibi-
Idlle sivectator or player inccn- 
Uve.
The new arangemenl, under th« 
valley organization, will provida 
more Interest and inter-city fival- 
ry during Utc regular schedule o f' 
play.
All games at the new park, lo- 
c a t^  on Gaston Avenue’s Exhlbi** 
tioh Grounds, will he played at 
6:30 p.m.
\
Giants Widen Lead Gap; 
Braves Beaten In 12th
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
\
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
w L Pet. GBL
27 14 .659 —
23 14 .622 2
21 18 .538 5
20 23 .465, 8
17 21 .44T 8 ^
15 19 .441 8Mj
16 21 .432 9
IS 24 .385 11
BASEBAR SCORES
' By THE CANADIAN PRESS American League
• National League .IBaltlrhore 000 101 000—2 6 0
Los Angeles • 110 300 200—7 12 2 Cleveland 020 020 lOx—5 9 1 
tsburgh FPitt I' 000 010 000—1 6 0 
• Koufax and Roseboro, Walker 
f7); R. G. Smith (5) Porter- 
l^eld (6) Face (8) and Kravitz. 
K: Friend.
San Fran 200 000 203—7 15 1
phlla 100 300 101-« 10 0
. j^toncIU. Grissom (8) and 
Schmidt; Semproch, Farrell (7), 
Bearn (9) and Lonnett. W: Gris­
som; L; Farrell; HRs: SF-Jab- 
lonskl (2), Kirkland (4); Pha 
Kssegian (5).
Chicago 000 033 000—6 8 0
Cincinnati 001 020 100—4 6 3
’ Drott and S. Taylor; Turkey, 
Klippstcln (61, Lown 16». Schmidt 
(8) and Bailey. L; Kllppstein. 
BRs: : Chi-Banks (11): Cln-Beli
t2>. . ' '1
St, Louis OQl m  001 003-7 11 2 
*111 000103 000 000-4113
JacksOn.'^MuHctt (9. Paine 
(12 and Smith. Katt (9). Lan
5rith (12); Conley, McMahon (7) ohnson (11), Robinson (12), 
Twwbrldge (12) and Crandall 





; CLEVELAND (AP)—Rcmcm 
ber Crash Bobby Bragan. who 
was thrown out of seven games 
. (n the National League last aea- 
ion before being Hired as to«h' 
Bgcr of Pittsburgh Pirates?
He’s A changed man as man­
ager of Clev Îahd Indians. His 
only appcaranco this s^son la \a  
bring the Uneup umpires
iMfora, n game or td yaî k g 
i^tch^ri '■ ' '  ' ’ . ' '
•la he'making •
H)rt to keep out «l ihe spotlight?
, - 'Tm not remain out
of sight, but I'm (certainly mak- 
Jng the eftort to’ stay out of 
trouble with tt« umpires.” says 
Bragan. ”In cate pf my firsLtalks 
wttt» Cleveland ' general" man­
ager Frank I-aije he said he 
Hkcd to have hi*( maqager work- 
tog all 154 gamr.’*. I got the point 
and h\vrnT forgotten It/’
Harshman and Triandos; Mc- 
Lish and Brown. HRs: Cle-Cola 
vlto (3), Minoso (7).
Washington 000 000 210- 3 3 1 
Chicago 550 000 03x—13 12 1 
Stobbs. Clevenger (1), Griggs 
(2) Lumenti (8) Bycrly (8), and 
Courtney; Wilson and Lollar, 
Battey (6). L: Stobbs. HRs: Chl- 
Dropo (1), Francona (1).
New York 200 010 000-3 6 1 
Kansas City 000 022 OOx-4 9 0 
Sturdivant, Kucks (6) Maglie 
(7) and Berra; Herbert, Maas <5) 
and Chlti. W: Maas, L: Sturdiv­
ant. HR: NY-Bauer (3).
Boston 100 000 000—2 10 1
Detroit OOO 020 002—4 8 0
Nixon and Berberet; Lnry and 
Wilson. HRs: Bos-Befbert (1); 
Det-Harrls (2).
PaeUle Coast League 
Vancouver 2 Sacramento 5 
Spokano 0 Salt Lake City 8 
Phoenbe 7 Portland 8 
San Diego 5 Seattle 6
Paoltio Coast League 
San Diego 5 Seattle 6 
Vancouver 2 Saernmento' 5 • 










Milwaukee Bravesjost an^San 
Francisco Giants won''" inj "TTa- 
tional League baseball action 
Wednesday to put the Braves ^ o  
games behind the league-leading 
Giants.
St. Louis Cardinals polished off 
last year’s world series cham­
pions 74 in a 12-inning marathon 
while San Francisco was squeak­
ing by Philadelphia Phillies 7-6. 
’Ihe Giants scored three runs in 
the ninth inning for their narrow 
win. Chicago Cubs rapped Cin­
cinnati 6-4 with Ernie Banks 
cracking a pair of home runs. 
Los Angeles trimmed Pittsburgh 
7-1.
The Braves, who took off on a 
16-game road’ trip today, were 
blanked after scoring three in 
the sixth for a 4-3 lead. The 
Cards tied it in the ninth and 
won it with a three - run 12th 
inning.
WILLIE HITS HOMER
A two-run homer by rookie 
Willie Kirkland c a p p e d  the 
Giants’ ninth inning spurt after 
Ray Jablonski’s two-run homer 
had given them a 4-4 tie in the 
seventh. The Phils, regained the 
edge on Chico Fernandez’ second 
triple arid a single by Harry 
Anderson in the seventh against 
Johnny Antonelli. The' Phils got 
another in the ninth on doubles 
by Richie Ashburn and Anderson, 
who drove in three, before Marv 
Grissom shut ’em up for his 
fourth relief victory. Dick Farrell 
lost it in relief.
Banks, driving In three runs 
and taking the NL RBI lead with 
37. broke up Bob Purkey’s per­
fect game with his firgt homer, 
setting off a three-run fifth. Then 
he counted two with his 11th 
homer as the Cubs scored three
I more in the sixth off losing re- 
lliever Johnny Klippstein. Dick 
Drott won his second in his first 
complete game.
The Dodgers counted a dozen 
hits off seven-game winner Bob 
Friend, who lost his third, and 
three relievers. R o o k i e  third 
baseman Dick Gray, just re­
called from St. Paul, doubled and 
scored the clincher in the second, 
then added an RBI single in a 
thtee-jijja fourth- Southpaw: Sandy 
Koufax:-won his second without 
defeat. •
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By WARD SIMS A single, an error, a sacrifice
Associated Press Staff Writer [and an intentional walk off San 
•if Diego starter.. Dick... Brodowski
FCL BTANDINUS  ̂ loaded the bases andVBrodowski
W li r c  . li relinquished pitching chores to' 
Lefty Hal Woodeschick. j
Woodeschick worked the count 
to 3-2 before walking Vada Pin­
son to score the tying run, then 
worked a carbon copy on .Tim 
Dyck to force in the winning run.
Pinson and San Diego’s Earl 
Averill both got two-run homers 
in the first inning.
Indians spotted the Bees three 
runs in the first frame and then 
went ahead for keeps with four 
runs in the second wn three 











27 18 .600 
21 20 .512 4 
21 21 .500 iVz 
19 20 .487 5
16 20 .444 6 
19 24 .442 7
17 26 .395 9
C O R R E C T I O N
In yesterday’s Little League re 
port on the Tuesday night Lions- 
Legion game, Michael Sadler was 
reported as clouting the first LL 
home of the season.
Actually, the report should have 
read, “the f ir s t , homer for the 
Lions,” since Barry Cowley hit 
the first one in the league last 
week.
WEDNESDAY'S EIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Chicago—Irish Bobby Scanlon, 
133\4, Los Angeles, outpointed 
Bobby Rogers, 134, Chicago, 10.
Louisville, Ky.—Rudell Stich, 
146, Louisville, k n o c k e d  out 
Charlie Cotton, 155, Toledo, Ohio, 
10.
There’s nothing like a, last-of- 
the-ninth, pinch-hit, grand-slam 
game-winning homer to give the 
home crowd a knces-knocking 
case of baseball fever.
That’s what the .Sacramento 
Solons gave a crowd ,of 1,404 
hometown fans Wednesday night 
as they beat the Vancouver 
Mounties, Pacific Coast League 
leaders, 5-2.  ̂ ,
The Mounties maintained their 
slim margin over Phoenix as the 
Giant's fell before the Portland 
Beavers 8-7. The Spokane Indians 
,ripped: Salt Lake City 9-8 and 
Seattle Rairiiers snapped a five 
game losing streak with a 6-5 de 
cision over San Diego’s Padres 
It was Carlos Paula, a .304 hit­
ter, who smashed Russ Heman’s 
first offering out of the park with 
three Solon teammates aboard 
and won it for Sacramento.
Solons, behind 2-0 going into 
the last of the ninth frame, got 
their first run on a single by A1 
Heist, two walks and Nippy 
Jones' single, which chased in 
Heist and set the rtage for 
Paula’s blast.
The Seattle victory over the 
Padres was just about as hectic 
for hometown Rainier fans. Se­
attle was trailing 5-4 going into
WEDNESDAY'S STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
PUching: Duke Maas, Kansas 
City Athletics — blanked New 
York Yankees on one hit, facing 
only 16 men in almost perfect 
five-inning relief job that saved 
4-3 victory.
Hitting: Tito Francona, Chi­
cago White Sox—drove in five 
runs with home run, triple and 
double In 13-3 victory over Wash 
Ington Senators.
10 great 1958 outboards by
SCOTT*ATWATER
(
Se e  the  N ew est in 
O utb o a rd s  T o d a y  . . .
SCOTT-ATWATER 60 H.P.
Weighs Only 165 lbs.
The Scott 60 has three cylinders 
, . the newest design triple igni­
tion . . .  all to give you the smooth­
est boating enjoyment!
ONLY SCOTT-ATWATER OUTBOARDS BAIL YOUR 
BOAT, AUTOMATICALLY!
Made in Toronto, Canada
By M cC ulloch
YOU ALWAYS 
DO BETTER AT
Hardware — Appliances — Furniture — China — Music 
Electrical — Television
384 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2025
SEE THE SCOTT-ATWATER 60 H.P. ON DISPLAY
AND EQUIPMENT LTD.
1365 WATER ST. PHONE 2172
"We Service What We Sell”
TWO SIDES
Paraguay's national flag has ~ t. ^_
the coat of arms on one slde.Uhe last of the ninth when the 
and a Hon on the reverse. Suds woke up with a start.




Modem hoine Appliances 
must be properly installed to 
(unction at their best. Rely 








TO F L Y ...!
Guy.s and gals, young and old, little and big • . , if you have been 
thinking ot learning to fly or defeating gravity, now is the time.
IT'S EASY
HOW m 6 c H?HOW LONG?
The Government-approved pilots course 
Is 30 hours of flying, 10 hours of ground 
school . . .  miniipuni. The school is ^pen 
from B;30 a.in. untir darkness each day, 
and the bvenings arc perfect (or flying.
The government paysTfor half of the costs 
, ,  Cost to you is only—'
$280.00
and if you wl[sh you can jiay ns you go.’
Fmr further Infonnation, call at the Airport or Phone ,6025 
. .  . llraiisportatlQiii l;o and from Ihe alri^rt will be provided 
II Rceessary.
CARIBOO AIR CHARTER
EIX ISO N tF IE L D "'^ ' '
SAFE-T-TREAD "120"
OnlyGuaranteed 15 months.
Improved tread grips for better 
traction
Tough X-I4 “ cold rubber" for 
more mileage
Alwiilya free InsiallatloB
^  Buy and save now
$5.00
\ DOWN . 
Puts 4 on 
yoiir cor

















HIGHEST Q u Au TY! VALUE! 
GUARANTEED \ l  2 MONTHS!
8.70-15 4-ply with clasi 
” A’! trade-in, Regular 
14.95 V
454 BERNARD AVE. PHONE
THE DAILY COVRIF.B. Thun.. Mar 29. 19SS












15 oz. tin .  -
Malkin's,
15 oz. tin, size 4
Malkin's sliced, crushed tidbits, 
15 oz. t i n ....................................PINEAPPLE 
PEAS & CARROTS 










tins -  -  -
Clark's, 
15 oz. tin
Prices Effective Friday, Saturday and Monday, 









J  PUREX TISSUE JELLO PUDDINGS 
and JELLY POWDERS







Loin, Lb. . - . . .
PICNIC WIENERS rftlf' . 
MINUTE STEAKS . . 
FRICASSE F0WLJ*,.V . .. . .





5 lb. cello bag
COD FILLETSr^











BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
AND GROCERIES
2902 I’cndozl Si. —  Phone 2763
HARDIE'S G E N ^ L  STORE
ED'S GROCERY
1271 Gknmorc Rd. — Phone 4280
PETTMAN BROS.








y . I. Fowler
NOTON & s m s
2091 RIchIpr Slî
KLO GROCERY
EASt K Fxbw N A  —  PHONE 6964 ' i’: *RDTEANI) — PHONE 2552
99o- W c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c  99c 99ci 99c 99c, 99c 99c 99c 99c 9 9 t
, ft" 1
*,v







am s. E. E. WOLFE . . .  has 
returned borne after spending 
three weeks visiting Mends and 
relatives in Edmonton, Calgary 
and other points.
Mr. a ^  hlrs. C. R. Gowemi wiLL ATTEND WEDDING . . 
Vernon and Mrs. Lome Watson are
gagement leaving today for a short visit to
Mftry SlizAbctb* to Mr. Dcaiu? wK*v4a tK*v will att#kivf
Cute Now, Baby Talk Handicaps 
Young Child Entering Schoo
By GABBY CLEVELAND 
MYEBS, Ph.D.
a
Henry Miller, son of Mrs. W. 
Miller and the late Mr. H. H. 
Miller. The wedding will take 
place June 21, 1958 at 3 p.m. "t 
St. Mchael and All Ai^els An ^ 
can Church, Kelowna. B.C. Arcn- 
deacon D. S. Catchpole officiating.
WORLD CHURCHES
The World Council of Churches 
was founded at Amsterdam in 
1948 by representatives from 44 
countries.
Vancouver where they will attend 
the forthcoming wedding of Mr.
Alistair Galbraith.
MR. JAMES HUDSON . . .  as­
sistant d ty  clerk, and Mr. Doug- 
lar Herbert, city comptroller, are 
attending the annual convention 
of the B.C. Municipal Association 
at Victoria.
MISS ETHEL McDOWALL . 
left this week for a visit to La- 
combe, Alta.
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor




Despite sacks, chemises and 
gheaths, the shirtwaist dress is 
still very much in demand. 
Attuned to late spring i.s thi-s 
gmartly feminine frock of black
and white checked taffeta, 
tissue-thin and crisp. Edward 
Abbott gives it a wide, open- 
collared neckline and tucks red 
carnations into a belt of black 
peau de soie.
Domineering Mother's Visits 
Upset Her Married Daughter
R 'SK
k S ̂ '4vt
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[Since the right bag does so 
much to enhance a costume 
and sincf many beear small 
price tags, it’s wise to have a 
handbag wardrobe. Ideal for 
late afternoon and "little even­
ing” wear is a small silk
clutch bag. Josef uses gros- 
grain as a background for lush, 
embroidered roses shading 
from deep rose to pale pink. A 
double rhinestone lock Is an-
DEAR MARY HAWORTH; I am 
2U, a wife and mother, also a 
former school teacher and gradu­
ate of a large university. Mar­
ried four years, we haven’t had 
entirely smooth sailing, due to 
my husband’s completing law 
school while both of us worked 
part-time.
My major concern, however, is 
a troubled relationship with my 
widowed mother. I am an only 
child, given every advantage in 
an upper middle class family. In 
addition to material luxuries, my 
parents and 1 shared a strong 
love and affection.
In my second year of teaching, 
while my husband was in the ser­
vice, my parents retired and 
moved to another state, where 
dad died shortly afterward. I quit 
my job earlier than planned and 
stayed with mother nearly two 
months. Later, she stayed seven 




Mother bossed the whole show, 
disobeyed the pediatrician, re­
arranged our furniture, contra­
dicted many requests I made, 
etc. It was very disagreeable. 
From then on, during visits, and 
at the time our daughter was 
born, things got worse. I had ask­
ed her to help again, thinking that 
with past experience and more 
maturity, I could control the situ­
ation and win a more adult status 
with her. But I  failed. - v t—
1 love her dearly and want her 
to feel.that love; and we appreci­
ate all the help she has given us. 
But her personal complaints, con­
stant criticism and bossy man­
agement of our marriage and the 
children, while here, seem un­
bearable.
When I have discussed my feel­
ings with her, or my husband 
tries to talk things over, she 
feels \ihloved or imwanted, and 
threatens to leave at once, ra­
ther than "interfere”  (her word). 
How can we achieve a middle 
ground? What can I do Immedi­




iLast weekend Bethel No. 25 
lOJD of Kelowna had as guests 
^ethcl No. 7, New Westminster. 
Arriving Saturday afternoon and 
leaving Sunday, the 30 member
other attractive accent. The . -
bag, which is embroidered back miles apart, so mediation is dif- 
and front, comes in. a wide . ficult—even if close advisers could 
range of colors. | grasp the problem. The trouble
occurs only during visits. We
. GERMAN LEADER
'Konrad Adenauer, chancellor of 
West Germany since 1949, was 
barred by the Nazis from poUtcal 
ahtivity from 1933 to 1945.
party had a short but enjoyable would appreciate any suggestion?,
visit. — C.J.
On Saturday night the girls at- L IV Tf^
tended an impressive initiation THE PRESENT 
ceremony performed by the Kel- DEAR C.J.: You say that your 
owna Bethel. After the ceremony mother Is stiU sensitive to your 
the visitors were entertained at father’s death, and probably con- 
a progressive beach party. First, tinues to treat you as a child to 
the girls had a cool dip in the compensate for that loss, or as an 
lake at the home of Mr. N. Arm- emotiopal outlet, 
strong, after which they pro- In other words, she has great 
ceeded to Mr. Walrod’s for re- difficulty adjusting to her chang- 
fre.shmcnts. ed circumstances as a lone widow.
On Sunday morning all attend- and to her changing relationship 
ed St. Michael and All Angels'[with you. since you’ve left youth 
Church.
new commitments as a wife and 
mother.
Unfortunately, she is still gear­
ed obstinately to past perform­
ance as Queen Bee in your af­
fairs. In present association with 
you, she is trying blindly to make 
time stand still. Or even to turn 
back the clock many years—to a 
heyday in her life when you 
filially subscribed to her views 
as a matter of course, and en­
trusted your happiness to her 
supervision, in all things.
The bedrock truth is, if she Is 
to enjoy a loving-and-glvlng ex­
perience with your household, on 
a reciprocity scale, she will have 




As for how to help her—first 
and most important, don’t be soft 
in dealing with her maladjust­
ment to the proprieties of the 
new situation. Take the lead in 
giving her a wholesome respect 
for "what Is.” Be firm in estab­
lishing the proper alignment of 
authority in your household—with 
your husband and yourself the 
managerial team; and she the 
beloved but non-voting associate 
member of the family circle, dur­
ing her visits. (Non-voting in 
policy matters.)
To the extent that seem 
apologetic and suffering when 
obUg^ to go contrary to her 
bossy ideas, to that extent you 
w iR ..)^ . her feelings. Sentimen­
tality is infectious. A mhtter-of- 
fact attitude is healthier for all 
concerned.
Take for granted your Indis 
putable right to rule the roost 
your own way (so long as it is a 
civilized way), in your domain, 
That shunts her to the sidelines 
automatically, and installs re 
spect for your maturing strength. 
Your principal error, thus far, is 
in being emotionally weak and 
dependent, as a daughter; and 
childishly dismayed by her dis­
pleasure. Evidently she is a tal­
ented browbeater, in a (theoreti­
cally) ladylike way.
Study "Their Mothers* Daugh­
ters’’ (Lippincott) by Drs. Ed­
ward A. Strecker and Vincent T 
Lathbury, to get the pitch of 
momism and tha remedies for 
it.—M.H.
A number of times In this 
column 1 have pointed out how 
badly a child may be handi- 
c a p i^  during his first few 
years at school if be sUU uses 
“baby talk” , like saying wing for 
ring, tost for coat, wuv for love, 
and so on.
At home, his playmates may 
not notice his speech because 
they can easily understand him 
His parents also understand him 
and may even make no effort 
to correct his speech because it 
is “so cute.”
HAS BAD EFFECT 
Bid children in school, even 
his teacher, tend to think of 
him and to treat him as though 
he were much younger than he 
is. As a result, he feels a bit 
queer and may even act quecrly.
If his mother were to talk to 
his teacher about him, the tea­
cher probably would say, "This 
child is immature.” She means 
he talks and acts as though he 
were a year or so younger than 
he is.
Recently an Ohio mother wrote 
to say that her son, 5, has 
trouble with certain sounds.
"Nothing serious” , she said; 
"Just lazy speech."
Wiser than most mothers In 
being concerned about h i s 
trouble with certain sounds, she 
was unwise in calling it "lazy 
speech” . This child may not have 
very clear hearing, or just may 
not have observed the correct 
sounds, or, having used them 
wrongly a few times, may have 
continued doing so from habit. 
MAKE A LIST
I advised this mother to write 
down a secret list of words 
which trouble him most. Then 
to read to him nursery rhymes 
or stories in which words with 
some of the troublesome sounds 
appear. I told her to be sure to 
enunciate these words very dis­
tinctly when she read to him as 
well as in casual talks with him 
Sometimes, soon after he has 
said a certain word wrong, she 
might find occasion to say this 
word in conversation without his 
krwwing she was doing so. Of 
course, she should never imitate 
his baby talk.
Whether the child who has 
trouble with sounds of certain 
words is 4, 5 or 7, you should not 
interrupt his speech to correct 
a word. Worse still, perhaps, if 
you were to drill him on a group 
of such words.
By all means try to avoid mak­
ing him feel sell-conscious of his 
speech. Of course, you may be 
so skillful as to make him feel 
comfortable while you say, slow­
ly and correctly, some trouble­
some words for him.
As a rule, an older child or 
playmate can, in his own way 
do more than anybody else to 
help this child improve his 
speech.
(My bulletin, "T  h e Young 
Child’s Speech.” may be had by 
sending a sclf-addressod, U S 




Q. Should we encourage our 
children to tell jokes and pro­
pound riddles in the family 
circle?
A. Yes, indeed. You might also 
spring some new ones on them.
ROAST PORK. Feathered Rice 
and Red Apple Halves can be
baked In the oven at the same 
time for Sunday dinner.
LET'S EAT
Picnic At Park 
Planned For 
Final Meeting
At the last general meeting of 
the Social Credit Women's aux­
iliary. which was held at the 
home of Mrs. W. A. C. Bennett, 
it was decided to hold the final 
meeting before the summer hol­
idays at the picnic grounds in 
the City Park.
This will be an informal get- 
together on June 2, at 7:30 p.m. 
A short business session will be 
followed by the playing of a few 
games, and refreshments will be 
served. For further information 
phone 3731.
Start Planning Sunday Dinner 
Now And Order The Ingredients
SALLY'S SALLIES
*T really can’t  aoeuaa tnyaeK 
for Uioae mistakes. I t  would 
hurt my conscience.'*
N o v e l P ane ling  
A dds N ew  Beauty
NFLD. STUDIES JOBLESS
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP)—Pre­
mier Smallwood has announced 
that a three-man royal commis­
sion will study unemployment in 
Newfoundland, He said in a state­
ment that "in its brief to the 
Newfoundland government a few 
weeks ago the Newfoundland fed­
eration of labor made a strong 
request that the government ap-
By ELEANOR ROSS
In these times of rising costs, 
it’s no wonder that so many 
home owners have joined the 
do-it-yourself club! By doing it 
themselves, they can afford so 
m&ny improvements around the 
hou^  •diat otherwise^'might be 
just ,too expensive.
We were looking at the changes 
a friend of ours has made in her 
home recently, and honestly, it’s 
amazing how much extra beauty 
can be had for so little cost,
HAS MANY USES 
Our friend has made good use 
of fiberglass paneling—the tran­
slucent, corrugated variety that 
can and does serve a hundred 
purposes. She and her husband 
did the work themselves which, 
naturally, cut the price way 
down.
She carefully chose a decora­
tive material that she can take 
care of with a minimum of ef­
fort. Since she doesn’t  have an 
expensive upkeep, everything in 
her home looks fresh and new.
The paneling was- used in two 
ways
She selected turquoise fiber­
glass paneling for sliding kit­
chen cabinet doors which gave 
the room a real lift. With this
chen, she claims even frying an 
egg is fun!
COLOR HARMONY 
Then she used a sort of coral 
fiberglass as a divider panel 
just inside the entrance of the 
front door. It sets off the living 
room and gives the impression 
of a little foyer where there was­
n’t  any before. Also, the color 
of the panel harmonizes with 
the color of her living room fur­
nishings.
No matter whether you use a 
few feet or a dozen yards of this 
paneling, you can always swab 
it down with soap or detergent 
suds and a sponge. That’s all 
there is to keeping it in prime 
condition.
NOVEL PANELING
Do have a look at some of ^ e  
displays of this novel paneling 
in your local stores. It can be 
used as awnings, as a decorative 
roof for the terrace, as folding 
screens or even to decorate the 
sides of an old laundry hamper.
For an interesting effect, try 
using it as a valance across the 
tops of your windows and put 
fluorescent light bulbs behind it 
for a diffused glow. This is a 
real decorator touch! And it is 
the sort of thing that would en-
"For Sunday dinner, let’s 
plan a roast of fresh pork or 
stuffed sparcribs for a change,"
I suggested to the Chef.
"To make this something sjmjc- 
ial. Madame, we might serve it 
with our new French onion 
gravy,” he replied.
SPECIAL ACCOMPANIMENT 
"And for a special accompani­
ment, the new mushroom-feath­
ered rice, with fresh bright 
green broccoli and simmered, 
spiced red apple haU’CS for col­
or.” I added.
"With a criss-cross pink rhu­
barb pie we'll end dinner with a 
song of Spring, tra-la la la la," 
hummed the singing Chef, as he 
started off to market.
SUNDAY ROAST PORK 
DINNER







Coffee Tea Milk 
All measwrements are level; 
recipes proportioned to serve 
4 to 6
Green Dressing For Slaw:
Combine Vi c. tart French dress­
ing, V4 c. thick mayonnaise, 2 
tbsp. fine-minced green peppers 
Toss with fine-shredded crisp 
cabbage.
Mushroom-Feathered Rice: In
a heavy skillet, heat 1 tbsp. but­
ter or corn oil. Stir in l \k  c, un­
cooked rice. Stir over a low heat 
about 30 seconds, or until straw- 
colored.
Transfer to a 2-qt. c^isserole 
Add IVt tsp. salt, 3 c. boiling 
water and 1 (4%) oz. dark mush­
rooms canned in butter. Cover 
tight.
Bake 30-35 min. In a moderate 
oven, 375 deg. to 400 deg. F., or 
until bite-tender. Stir lightly with 
fork to "feather” . Serve at
the hot apples. Continue to bake 
30 min, or until the gingerbread 
is baked and brown.
Serve warm "as is” , or with a 
whipped topping.
FRENCH ONION GRAVY 
FROM THE CHEF
Gravy can be just another part 
of another roast pork meal, or 
it can be as wonderful to the 
taste as a sauce.
Here is how it can be made 
extra good with the use of can­
ned onion soup.
To Do: When the mast pork 
is done, drain off the liquid, leav­
ing 2 tbsp. fat. Stir in 2 tbsp. 
flour and work it into the fat, 
scraping sides and bottom of the 
pan.
Gradually add 1 (13 pz.) can 
not-condenspd French onion soup, 
stirring constantly. Add cup 
water. Bring to boiling point and 
simmer 2 min.
Season to taste with salt and 
pepper.
WILL KILL 350
CHICAGO (AP)—Traffic Acci- 
dents in the United States will 
kill an estimated 350 persons dur­
ing the Memorial Day holiday 
weekend, s a y s  the National 
Safety Council. The council’s pre­
dicted toll Is for the period from 
6 p.m, (local time) Thursday to 
midnight Sunday. The 350 esti­
mate is about 50 more deaths 
than would be likely if the period 
were not a holiday weekend, the 
council said.






Hot Tomato Bouillon 
Bake-Fried Pan-Fish 
Mashed Potato (Instant) 
Green Beans 
Ginger Apple-Bake 
Coffee Tea Milk 
Ginger Apple-Bake: Turn the 
contents I  (1 lb.) canned pro­
cessed pie apples into a well- 
buttered or margarined 7x11 in. 
pan. Gently stir In V4 p. brown 
sugar and Vz tsp. cinnamon. 
Place in a moderate oven, 350- 
375 deg. F. Bake until well heat­
ed; remove from the oven.
Make up J  pkg. prepared gin­
gerbread mix. Pour directly over
T O  H E L P
CONTROL 
YOUR APPETITE^
FOR FLASH DELIVERY 
THAT’S ALWAYS FREE 
JUST DIAL 3333
'im m m m m
colorful new beauty in the klt-1 liven-any room.
point a special commission to 
bphind and become an adult, with consider the whole question. .
: WIFE PRESERVERS
• Be diy. Wmli It Mo««4tancl, pidc- 
” Ing N bi a tew l Biidd iil*li rack. 
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ihotos of t e time you were in 
t̂ho . Send; them to your 
•frlentw or .puli .them in your
, Lalrte ClMit t t i  x 
pnly »1.W
No Ordera Heat#
Order at the Bustnehs OiRca
Thu Daily! Cuurler
■ ■ . ,1 , I ■) ,1 (f '
HEATHER'S BRING YOU A COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY 
CONTROLLED SPORTSWEAR TO TAKE YOU THROUGH THE 
SUNSHINE WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE . . .  T . ' TEMBER 
THE FABRIC USED PLAYS THE CHIEF ROLE.
Now on display at H eather’s, sleek, slim Jam aica Shorts, w ith  contrast­
ing leather belt. Three lovely colors, Suntan, Fleece and Royal Blue
Tailored Shirts to match ....— ------------______________________ _
5.95
3,05
Beach Combers, imported from Hawaii, a slack 
well tailored and guaranteed to  fla tter the 
feminine figure. Six colors 
to chose f r o m _____________________ 6.95
Berm uda Shorts from Hawaii. W ear them all 
seasons for.cobl fun in the sun. Papuan shades of 
Navy, Turquoise, Beige, Red, Black A C  
Yellow and Royal B lu e _____________  V n v s l
Choose a sun top or sports blouse to match from 
our wide and varied selection, and then comlpleto 
your ensemble w ith a comfortable pair of Hawai­
ian Thongs from
■ w
377 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3123
you iiako a t  hom e, everyone 
will h v e  this big, round, deep 
and delicious frosted maple 
coffee cake! Make it with 
Fleischmann’a Active 
Dry Yeast, and you’ll 
serve ivojten l





1 •  8<ald
1 cup milk
Sttrln
*/a cup llflhily-packtd  
brown sugor 
V / i  iM tp o o n t salt 
Vs cup buHor or 
morgarlno 
Cool to hikcwarm. '
2 .  Muontlin*, mcoivro Into lo ro* 
bowl
'/a  cup lukoworm wotor
Stir In
2 toospoons gronulolod 
' sugar
Spitniilo with contanti o f 
2 onvolbpos 
Plalschmonn't 
Active Dry Yootl 
lo t  ttond 10 mlnulot, THEN ilk  
wall.
Stir In luliawarm ikllk mlntwro,
2 woll-bootan oggt 
1 loatpoon moplo
flavoring \
2Va cups onco-siftod 
oll-purpofo flour 
Va cup choppod \
wolnula
, and baol until rmoolh and aloillc, 
W bfk In additional
3 cups (about) 
onco-siftod 
•ll-purpoao flour
3. Turn out on floutad boord and 
knaad until imoolh and ataUic. 
Ploca In graaiad bowk Grooia 
lop, Covor. lat ,rlM In a worm 
ploco, froa from droll, until
. doublod In bulk—about I hour.
4 . Punch down dougl̂ .Turn out on 
llghtly-flourad boord and knaad 
until tmoolh. Otvlda dough Into 2 
aquol portlont) pot aoch portion 
Into a 7-Inch round and ploca In a 
graowd 8>lnch round Idyar coka 
pan. Orooio topi. Covar. Lat riia i 
until doublad In bulk—about Vt 
hour. Boka In modarataly hot 
ovan, 373°, about 30 mlnutai. 
Turn out on coka rocki, top-ilda 
up ond cool lUghtly.
Spraod with tha following Moplo 
froitlng and dacorota, If dailrad 
with walnut kolvai, Maaiura I cup 
onca-tlflad Icing lugar Into a 
•moll bowl) illr In 3 dropi vonlllo, 
V̂ 'tooipoon moplo flavoring and 
•ufficlani craom (about 4 laa- 
ipoont) to maka on Icing of 
•praodlng conijilancy. Ylald—2 
largo coffap cokat.
PLAYS IT COOL
Ail the newest! nicest! coolest! 
ways to look this summer . . .  
here in our big collection of 
carefree and captivating cottons 
. . . and all at wonderful prices, 
too.
A new shipment of Cotton
Drcs.scs — Sun dress styles with 
pocket trim, colored in gay 
shades, >1 0 0
Ail sizes .................... . * f a / O
Kay Carol Cottons —- button
through style dresses, jr Q f t  
short sleeves...... ..... J a  # 0
Paisley Print Drestses — Tailored
collar, sleeveless . 5.98
Cotton Prints —  Squaw skirt style. Sanforized 3.98
Cotton Slccvlcss Blouses—• Assorted colors .... J.98 up
Mateniity Tops—  Colton, blue and pink 3.98
Printed Cotton Dusters Loose and fitting s t y l e s 3.98
Muternity Shorts and Pedal Pushers — D enim .....
T o p ’em off with a straw
Btraw linta In nil r  Q r  Garden Hals, priced 
color.s nnd stylea . . .  real low, only . . . . . . .
3.49
29c
K t m  f R t S H  FOR WffffCf




You'll find on our ground floor the very milt you wcr(!\wanting. 
Figure flattering nnd right for nil ages,
GIRIS'BEACH COATS
In our children’s department, jusl right for the beaches, 
in cotton or Tcrrytowcl 1
from ......................................................................  l a T J
FUMERTON'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
Where Cash Beats Credit
Y
THE DAILY COUBIEI. Tliuni.. M*y Sf. im  7
SDPffillll SUMMER
H
The biggest food sale o f the summer is on 
at SUPER-VALU n o w !. . .  take advantage 
o f the lo\A ,̂ low  prices in every depart- 
m ent-the  more you buy, the more you 
save!
Nabob,
15o z.tin s  -  -  -
NESTLES QUIX
Get a free Lassie picture with each tin 
1 lb. tin - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -
Get full information on Lassie T-Shirts at Super-Valu
NABOB
All flavors -  a wonderful 




NIBLEt CORNr ^ .......2iot37c
PEAS
NABOB TEAS'
C D  I  i  i'C D l 1 M l C  U  Libby's Tropical, a new and
■  I I  m w  I  n  refreshing drink, 20 oz. tins
Columbia Choice, 





V2S tin -  -  -  -  .  -  -
(VlcCormick's,
1V4 lb. pkg^ -  -  -  -  -  -
Little Dipper, see the beautiful 
murals on display at only 50c
MARTHA LAINE FRESH
BREAD
2  tor 3 9 c24  oz.loaves .  -  -  .
A Kelowna Product — Fresh Daily at Super-Valu
TOP FROST
ICE CREAM
Quart 4 5 c









1 2 0  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
W I E N E R S 2 i b s . 9 5 c  T O M A T O E S
L O I N  L A M B  C H O P S  .
' 'A ' '3 to 3V2 lbs. average,fully 
prepared including the dressing .  .  each
■, ' ' I , ' ’ ' I ' • I ■ '' ' ' '
S H O R T  R I B  R O A S T ^ ! > ? " ! ‘  . 6 5 c
E N D I V E  o r  R O M A I N E  




medium size - -  -  . each
California Valencias, 
Medium S ize- .  . - doz.
Removed \
'M\/here Quality Costs No M ore'
Prices Effective: 
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 
M ay 29 , 30, 31 h >
HelpM 
JBm6ihr 
ih eN tan ed  
H ousatih
1. Keep cookies or cakes from sticking lo ihc pan. Mix cipial parts 
of vegetable fat and flour, use ns a duster. Can be made ahead of
' time and kept for use when needed]
2 , Cucumlscrs may 1x1 kept crisp and flavorsome by'storing tlicm in
water and placing them In the refrigerator. '
Open Till 9:00 p.m.
Fridays
i t f - I  •' ■
!■%*
B read P u d d in g  
G ood  Economy
butler, nutmeg and cinnamon.l^role In a moderate oven (375)[with cream or whipped CTcam..
Bake in a covered, greased cas-lfor 40 minutes. Serve hot or cold.iYield: 8 servings._______ | THUB.. nlAK »»»«
» .. ...... ...... ... 1 '■" ■ ■ .................... ....................  ■lili .....— . .........
Where is the homemaker who 
can keep her refrigerator and her 
breadbox from becoming clutter­
ed with leftovers: In Ibe^ days 
of high food prices, the food bud­
get just won’t balance unless left­
overs arc used to advantage. One 
sure answer to ‘this problem is 
the almost forgotten family favor 
ite—Bread Pudding.
Sometimes frowned upon as a 
“last resort” on the list of eligible 
desserts, bread puddings can take 
on the appearance of fresh new 
springtime treats. We're not for­
getting that bread puddings are 
hearty and nutritious too, for 








Rain or shine, this reversible 
coat is off to a flying start for 
travel wear. In a rich orange 
color, it is completely water- 
repellent, wrinkle - resistant.
fast-drying, shrink-proof and 
mildew-proof.
Fashioned for comfort, the 
coat has push-up ' sleeves, a 
large round collar and patch 
pockets. With it are shown a 
matching hat and umbrclle.
Liberal Leader's W ife Teaching 
Family Of Six Self-Reliance
and enriched white or whole 
wheat bread—a  group of common 
foods taken right from Canada’s 
food rules! Keep your family’s 
meals and your food budget bal­
anced by serving these Spring 
Puddings often:
APRICOT-HONEY PUDDING 
4 cups toasted br9ad cubes 
Vi tsp. salt 
Li tsp. mace 
Vji tsp. cinnamon 
I ‘a cups cooked or canned aprl 
cots, ^
cup honey
Ij cup apricot juice 
I tbsp. lemon juice.
Vi cup melted butter or mar­
garine.
Place toasted bread cubes in a 
baking dish.j Combine salt, mace 
and ciimamon and sprinkle over 
bread cubes. Add melted butter. 
Remove half the buttered, spiced 
bread cubes from baking dish. 
Alternate 2 layers, each, of spic­
ed bread cubes and cooked or 
canned apricots. Combine honey, 
apricot juice and pour over cas­
serole mixture. Bake in moder­
ate oven (350) for 30 minutes. 
Serve warm or cold. Yield: 8 
servings.
RHUBARB CHIP PUDDING
3 cups of bread cubes
4 cups diced rhubarb
Vi cup sugar
Vi cup melted butter or mar­
garine
Vi tsp, nutmeg 
Vi tsp. cinnainon 
Vi cup chopped nuts 
Combine by tossing together 
lightly with two forks, the soft 






Most people do! With the result that Pilsener 
is B.C.’s best-selling beer. Let your own good 
taste tell you why—take home a case tonight.
/or./rf« fiom# 
d e l iv e r y  p h o m
2 2 2 4
A
P I L S E N E R  THi CARLING BREWERIES (B.C.) LIMITED (FORMERLY VANCOUVER BREWERIES LTD.)
THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
By EDNA USHER 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) — 
IVhen John J. Wintermeyer was 
recently elected leader of the On- 
iario Liberal party, womeri asked 
“what’s his wife like?”
Mrs. Helen Wintermeyer is tall 
and slim, 39-year-old mother of 
six children. She believes in self- 
reliance and she plans to write a 
ehildren’s history of Canada.
While her husband works to re­
vitalize the provincial Liberals, 
his wife will share the task by 
treeing him from family worries 
and spurring his enthusiasm.
She is a born organizer, which 
became apparent when her hus­
band was elected party leader. 
Political get-togethers and meet­
ings kept both of them away 
from - home almost continuously 
for thre^ weeks.
HELPFUL CHILDREN 
But the six children, the eldest 
aged 12, lived at home almost as 
usual, because Mrs. Wintefmeyer 
has taught them self-reliance.
"Each makes his or her own 
bed every day,” she said, “They 
take turns in waiting at table, 
they clean their own shoes and 
can do any other household chores 
required.”
Mrs. Wintermeyer Is an Amer­
ican by birth — she comes from 
Cambridge. Mass.—but-says she 
Is Canadian by a decision made 
when she married.
“I am bringing up my childrcn- 
lo recognize the part Canada and 
Canadians have played in the de­
velopment of North America,” 
ihe .said.
“Canadians are not sulliciently 
proud of their heritage, and tell 
their children to little about it. 
When my youngsters ask me to 
Sell them a story. I try to tell 
them a Canadian story—replacing 
Davy Crockett with the D’lber- 
Iflllcs."
Her watchword Is “ Canada for 
Ihe Canadians,’* and she means 
111 of Canada. “The children at- 
lond special classes to learn
French, because I believe that as 
Canada is a bilingual country all 
youngsters should learn both lan­
guages.”
SOCIAL WORKER
The former Helen Delaney was 
a social'worker in Boston, Mass., 
in 1942 when she first met John 
Wintermeyer, then studying at 
Harvard. They were married two 
years later.
Their children are Judith, 12; 
Mary Ellen, 11; Jamie, 10; John 
6; Gretchen, 5, and three-year 
old Sarah.
She enjoys her part In political 
life—meeting people.
“But apart from accompanying 
my husband, my own activities 
are restricted to belonging to a 
Kitchener women’s Liberal Club,’’ 
she said.
SAVES HIMSELF; DIES
PONTOTOC.. Miss, (AP) —,A 
farmer pinned in a water-filled 
ditch by a tractor managed to 
keep his head above water for 
eight hours, then died on his 
way to a hospital. Police found 
Robert A. Calloway’s tractor had 
broken through a bridge and 
fallen in the ditch. Before he 
died, Calloway, 64, managed to 
tell officers he had struggled for 






Smart and slim—the ideal 
dress for hot-weather days! 
This casual favorite is a cinch 
to sew with our Printed Pattern. 
No waist seams—just cinch it 
to fit wth a belt. Note cool open 
collar; neat, slimming pocket 
trim. j
Printed Pattern 9296; Misses’ 
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Size 16 
requires SVi yards 35-inch fab­
ric.
Printed directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS (50c) In 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN. The Kelowna Daily 
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St. W., Toronto. Ont.
Ladies! It's Cook Book Recipe Time
HERE'S an OPPORTUNITY for 
YOU or Y O U R I
CLUB to make




Prince Rupert in British Co-j 
lumbia is 500 miles nearer the 
Orient than any other railway] 
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by ^ r)o.neM /2«A jte i"
OF OINIRAL POODB KITCHINS
If your fainity likes Strawberry 
Jam they’ll enjoy Strawberry Jelly too. Here's the soccessful 
way to make it.
STBAWBERBT JBIXT
3% etipi juice (about 2V4 quarts 
ripe bcrriei) cupt (3Ve Ibt.) Mugar 
y« cup strained lemon juica 
1 bottle Certo
Ta preimre Jaloe. thorough­
ly nlxmt 2% quarts fully ripe 
berries. Place In Jelly-doth or bag 
and squeeze out Juice. Measure 
344 cups Juice and 44 enp lemon 
nice Into a very large saucepan. 
To make Jelly. To the measured 
,uice in saucepan, add 744 cups 
sugar and mix wclL Place over 
high heat and bring to a boil, stir­
ring constantly* At once stir In 
CDrto. Then bring to a full rolHnp 
boil and boil hard 1 minute, stir­
ring constantly. Remove from 
heat, skim off foam with metal 
spoon and pour quickly Into 
glasses. Cover at once with 44 
inch hot paraffin. BSakes about 11 
medium glasses.
(ijulte a few new homemakers have asked me about pectin. 
“Whdt is it?" they sow. Pectin is 
the jcltinp substance found tn all 
/ruits in tmrvinp omounts, Certo 
is pectin extracted from fruits 
rich in this natural sttbslance, 
then re/lnedi concentrated and 
per/ormancc-controllkd. Certain- 
Iv, nqthinp artlAciol or Vhemicor 
about itf When vo« use Certo and 
follow the te.sted Certo recipes, 
your jam and Jelly always sets 
perfectly.
If your church group or women’s 
club is Interested in homemade 
Jam and Jolly. I have a Cterto film 
I’d be happy to loan you. No 
charge. No obllgatlbn. It’s, colled 
“Jelly and Jam Sc-sslon” and runs 
about 12 minutes. It’s IB mm, has 
soun^ and is in full color. If 
ybu’d like to borrow  ̂ It, please 
write me — Frances Barton, Gen­
eral Foods Kitchens, H  Kglinton 
Ave, W., Tttronto. '
Watch for my coluqmf I'll be 
bark with mora recipes, and 
meantime — if you’we any Jam or 
Jelly problems, please tnrite me. 
and r n  do my best to help J
*  FIRST P R IZ E --------- . . . .  - $20
★  SECOND PRIZE $10
^  SPECIAL PRIZE
FOR MOST RECIPES - - - - - -
. . . to help your 
favorite project . . .
It's fun and profitable, too! All entries 
properly submitted may be published 
in our first Annual Cook Book on 
Saturday, May 31.
COOK BOOK RULES TO BE FOLLOWED
1. W r ite  p la in ly  on  o n e  sid e  o f  th e  p a p e r  o n ly . In c lu d e  n a m e  a n d  a d ­
d ress . '
2. In cose of women's clubs, submit full name with initials of member 
submitting recipe and name of club on EACH recipe,
3 . G ive co m p le te  co o k in g  o r  b a k in g  in s tru c tio n s , in c lu d in g  ty p es  o f  cook­
ing  u te n s ils , oyen te m p e ra tu re s ,  t im e , e tc .
4. A minimum of twenty recipes must bo submitted by women's clubs 
only*
5. In the cose of individuals o minimum of one recipe is sufficient to 
be eligible.
6 . R ecipes m ay  bo p f o ^ y  typo  o f fo o d  o r bevOrogo a n d  no m o re  th a n  
h a lf  o re  to  b e  co o k ies  o r co k e s .
7. Entries must be addressed to the Cookbook Editor, Kolowno Doily 
C o u r io r ,  Kolowno, B.C., or loovo your ontrios a t tho offices of the 
Courier between 8:30 and 5 p.m. Any recipes submitted may bo pub­




nc! sectirn.*, ell prefabricated onKitchen, 50<yearold construction’eminent to taiUd the tunnel, cU
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RUSSIA' EXPORTS SPUTNIK MODEL
f
With a huge color poster of 
Moscow's Red Square for a 
backdrop, replicas of Russia's 
Sputniks I and II are shown on 
exhibition at the international
trade iafr in Osaka. Japan. 
Sputnik I is at the right. The 
dog-carrying Sputnik II is at 
left in front of a globe of the 
world with the orbit of the 
sputniks indicated. The lowest
of the three containers of the 
sputnik is the one that housed 
the dog. The conical statellite 
is cut away to permit view of 
the inside arrangement.
y Sweden Votes Sunday 
On Welfare State Issue
I
By GUSTAV 8VEN8SON .and regulations in favor of free 
c . All parties also have 
STOCKHOLM tAPi — gone on record in favor of sonVe




---  -----i„_,.*tSO*'t ui û̂ Ĵ Ĵ cuu:ll̂ aljr loeeseiiu j’
end more than 25 years of almost Liberals believe workers,marskjold
uninterrupted Socialbt rule 
this .velfare state.
The elections also will define 
the scope of the ^t'el^are benefits 
Sweden’s 7.350,000 people receive 
whether they like it or not. i
The welfare i s s u e  toppled 
Prime Minister Tage Erlander’s 
cabinet April 25 under a com­
bined opposition vote of 117 to 
111. King Gustaf VI was asked 
to dissolve parliament on a poli-|Sor
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. fAP) 
S cr tary - General Dag Ham-
. -------  ---------. arskjold h a s  announced a
instead of employers should pay. I sweeping reorganization of the 
The chief contestants in the'United Nations secretariat. He 
election ate: I will assume personal direction of
Tage Erlander. 57 - year old the disarmament problem. 
Socialist .prime minister since The shift of the disarmament 
1946, pro-Western in foreign pol­
icy. He terms a solution of the 
pension problem the Socialists’
"most important political task.”
Bcrtil Ohlin, 59-year-old profes- 
of economics, the Liberal
tlcal issue for the first time in 40 party leader since 1944. Ohlin ad­
vocates another coalition govern-years.
The government was defeated 
on a bill to extend old age pen­
sions by having employers pay 
I all the extra costs. But the major 
^campaign issue was broadened to 
^ the general probleni of state in­
terference versus the individual’s 
right to handle his own business 
—including planning for his old 
age;
SLOW DECLINE,
Socialist strength has been 
dwindling for the last decade in 
the 231-member parliament. The 
Socialists had 106 seats in the old 
one. not quite a majority.
Whatever, the outcome of thfe 
balloting, no drastic changes in 
Swedish policy are expected to 
follow quickly. The nation’s tra­
ditional neutrality is hot an issue, 
although the Cor*servatives would 
bring Sweden closer to the West. 
All parties except the Socialists
ment if the Socialists are de­
feated. "Changes will be gradual 
in favor of the elimination of gov­
ernment controls,” he says.
Jarl HJalmarsson, vigorous 54- 
year - old Conservative part^  
leader, who Is the admitted chief 
dissenter from Sweden’s official 
policy of not lining up with either 
East or West in the cold war,
"In case we are attacked,” he 
said. “We will all not only expect 
the United States to help us, but 
pray to God that she will.” 
Gunnar Hedlund, 58 - year - old 
Agrarian party leader, quit the 
Socialist-Agrarian coalition last 
fall on the pension issue.
HUding H a g b e r ^ ,  Moscow- 
trained leader of Sweden’s small 
Communist party, has withdrawn 
Communist can^dates from any 
constituency where they might 
threaten supporters of the gov'
and the C om  mu n i ' S t s  have jernment’s pension plan. The Reds 
pledged themselves to a policy of 1 had only six seats in the old par- 
gradually removing state controls I liament
By KEN METHERAi the B r i t i s h  ambassadors In 
Canadian Press Staff Writer I Greece and Turkey. Prime Min 
LONDON (CP) — Britain Islister Macmillan turned over his 
[ islaUnchlng a diplomatic drive in 
io'the eastern end of the Mediter-
FJ.' rancan in a new attempt to break 
the impasse over Cyprus.
If successful, it could mean an 
early lifting of the state of emer­
gency in the' British colonial 
Island and the ending of the in- 
tornul strife that has claimed 
more than 300 lives in the last 
three years.
The plan, expected to be an­
nounced officially about mid- 
June, sidesteps the issues that di­
vide the island’s 400,000 Greek 
Cypriots who want to live \inder 
Greek rule and the 100,000 island 
ers of Turkish origin, who favor 
pArttUon of the two communities. 
Instead, it offers the Cypriots an 
Increasing m e a s u r e  of .sel  ̂
government within the British 
Commonwealth.
KEY .IS PARTNERSinP 
, A/k’cy feature of the new plan 
Us understood to be the offer of a 
^ ‘frlcndlv partnership” to Greece 
and Turkey in future suoervision 
of Cyprus. B r i t a i n , ^  however, 
would retain sovereignty.
It is this "partnership’’ concept 
, that Is believed to bo mainly re- 
sixinslble for th e  diplomatic 
hustle now t a k i n g  rtlnco in 
Greece and 'Turkey. Both Sir 
Roger Allen, the British nmbas- 
sneipr In Athens, nnd Sir James 
Bowker, the ambnsshdor in An­
kara, have returned to their posts 
after consultations In Ixindon. 
.Their job Is to "sell" the plan 
'to Britain’s two NATO partners.
n>e British hope the plan will 
be viewed in Cyprus, Greece and 
Tvirkey as a reasonable enough 
compromi.se on which to halt the 
violence in Cyprus while talks 
are rcstimed. ^
Britain is also understood to 
have privately warned Turkey 
nnd Greece that recent develop­
ments In the Lx>banon increase 
the need to hold on to Cyprqs as 
n bastion of Western defence In 
the Levant.
MACMILLAN’S HOME
Details of t h e  plan were 
tirkcd out during two weeks of 
c’bnsultatlons between Colonial 
Secretary Alan l.cnnox-Boyd nnd 
Sir Hugh Fw t. the tall. Scholarly 
governor, of CjTJlrus. They 'were 
assisted by the foreign office and
o f f i c i a l  country home at 
Chequers to the group so they 
could work undisturbed.
Britain's Labor party, which 
has been critical of the Conserv­
ative government’s handling of 
the Cyprus situation, has given 
tacit approval to the scheme by 
voluntarily agreeing to delay a 
debate on the island’s future un­
til the diplomats have had a 
chance to complete their work.
One weakness of the plan Is 
that it appears to make no pro­
vision for exploratory talks with 
the Cypriots. If the Greek and 
'Dirkish governments give their 
approval, it will be offered to the 
islanders on*a takc-lt-or-leavc it 
basis,
The New, Statesman says that 
"leaving' it" presumably means 
"direct government by the gov­
ernor backed by armed force."
problem was coupled with an an­
nouncement that Anatoly Do­
brynin, former Soviet diplomat, 
has been appointed head of the 
important department of political 
and security council affairs. The 
department previously handled 
disarmament questions.
Other changes included;
1. x  Retirement of Benjamin 
Cohen of Chile, top Latin Ameri­
can in the secretariat, as under­
secretary in charge of trustee­
ship.
2. Assignment , of Dragoslav 
Protitch of Yugoslavia, now un­
dersecretary in charge of the 
political department, to replace 
Cohen.
3. Transfer of T. C. Naraya­
nan, an Indian, from the politi­
cal department to the office df 
the secretary-general as a per­
sonal assistant on disarmament. 
EFFECTIVE JULY 1
Thege c h a n g e s  and several 
others will take effect July T. 
They have been under consider­
ation since Hammarskjold began 
his second five-year term AbHl 
10.
The announcement made no 
reference to any removal of the 
Hungarian problem, from the 
Jurisdiction of Dobrynin, but it 
was understood that in the future 
all questions relating to this sub­
ject will be referred to the secre­
tary-general’s executive office.
■The transfer of the disarma­
ment and Hungarian' problems 
drastically reduces the import 
ance of the political department. 
Early in UN history it was 
headed by other Russians includ­
ing Arkady A. Sobolev, now chief 
Soviet delegate to the UN 
Dobrynin at present is an un­
dersecretary without portfolio.
Under the new setup, Dr. Ralph 
Bunche, top U.S. member of the 
secretariat, will be undersecre­
tary for Special political affairs. 
He will have responsibility for 
several problems with which he 
has been concerned already, in­
cluding the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy and the UN Emer 
gency Force for the Middle East. 
.Britain’s Sir Humphrey Trew 
elyah also will be an undersec 
retary for special political af­
fairs. In addition he will deal 
with problems of human rights 
and control of narcotic drugs.
Dobrynin and Trevelyan have 
been given a special assignment 
to carry out an administrative re 
view of the entire secretariat dur- 
ing the remainder of 1958 
Martin Hill of Britain will be 
coi^c undersecretary in charge
By U. L. JONES 
Caudian Preaa Staff Writer
VANCOUVER (CP) -  On 
broad reach of Fraser River tide­
water six miles from the sea the 
oddest collection of craft afloat 
has Just completed one of the 
world’s most complex engineer­
ing Jobs.
This strange - looking fleet of 
barges, floating cranes, dredges 
and busy little tugs, dubbed the 
Deas Island navy by local res­
idents. is part of $2,000,000 worth 
of equipment building a huge mo­
tor tunnel under the river
The “navy" has Just sunk the 
last of six huge, prefabricated 
concrete t u n n e l  sections and 
linked them up on the river bot­
tom in what wdll become a 2,100- 
foot-long, four-lane highway tun 
nel capabl of carrying 7,000 cars 
an hour beneath the shipping 
lanes of the Fraser.
KEY LINK
When completed e a r l y  next 
year, the Deas Island tunnel — 
the temporary name comes from 
an Island with which it connects 
on the south shore—will form the 
key link in a 60-mile-an-hour su- 
nerhighway b e t w e e n  Greater 
Vancouver and the U.S. border 
some 25 miles due south. The 
cost will be close to $18̂ 000,000.
At present there are north 
south bottlenecks for a growing 
stream of traffic. A high - level 
bridge at New Westminster, 12 
miles east, and an outmoded car 
ferry are the only lower main­
land crossings of the Fraser 
With completion o f ' the tunnel 
early in 1959 and the highway it 
will link under the river, Van­
couverites will b e , able to speed 
to the border in 25 minutes. It 
now takes them more than an
hour, ,
The job was begun late In 19o6 
under the over-all supervision of 
big Danish engineer Ole Bentzen 
Joint project manager for Foun 
dation of Canada Engineering 
and Christiani and Neilsen of 
Canada Limited.
MAIN PHASES 
It had three main phases 
building 56- foot -wide quarter 
mile approaches on each side of 
the river, digging a 40-foot-deep 
trench for the tunnel beneath the 
river bottom and sinking the six 
monstrous concrete tunnel sec­
tions, eaach weighing 18,500 tons.
All three phases now are com­
plete. Engineers d e s c r i b e  as 
"routine” the remaining work 
such as installing a ventilation 
system and electrical circuits 
and laying the four - lane road 
bed inside the tunnel.
The "big job” was done April
the site, was floated into positions veteran. He oversaw the entire 
and s u n k  by the "navy" ofjjob from a surface vantage point 
barges, lugs and scows with the each time a section, was sunk, 
aid of special anchors, winches | At his direction a cable was 
and cables. Much of the sinking! cinched tight here, a Rood valve 
equipment had to be specially Iwa-s ooened there, and control 
built locally for the Job. jwires leading into the depths of
The 50-foot-long tunnel sections the river were hauled taut or 
had to be laid end-to-end on their j slacked off. 
concrete river-bed footings to an Kitchen gave iiis instructions 
accuracy of tsth of. an inch. A lover a special radio - telephone 
giant steel hook-eye arrangement;hookup Unking all the sinking 
on their ends then cinched one | crew He issued them after eval- 
eleracnt Into the next. Permanentjuating mlnute-by-mlnutc reports 
seals will be inade later from!from a six-man crew which rode 
a inside. |down Inside each element, and a
The li- mile -long approaches j river-bottom crew of four divers 
themselves cost $5,SIX),(WO. Uvho watched the descent of the
DIRECTED SINKINGS j concrete monster.
The man in charge of laying [MOTOR OUTLET 
the tunnel elements is Robert P.' Decision of the provincial gov-’
maxed a 10 • year campaign by 
lower mainland residents for a 
new. modern motor outlet to the 
south. They formed the Fraser 
Valley Crossing DJJ-FVMENT 
Association to gain support for 
their drive. ' .
The project is the most ambi­
tious undertaken by the B.C. Toll 
Highways and Bridges Authority 
and it called in some of the best 
brains in the business. Contracts 
were let in September, 1956, to 
two big engineering firms and 
(our constru;tion -companies.
Engineers term the Job one of 
the most complex in the world. 
The Deas Island tube is pat­
terned after a tunnel laid under 
Rotterdam harbor.
Most of the top engineers are
THE DAILY COUHCR 
THUR., MAY i m  ^
American or European aqd Kmtt. 
had experience on the Rotterdani 
project. But Canadians form the 
majority on the payroll which all 
times has seen as many as WQ 
men at work aroitod the clock.
SMOKES S2.488TH CtQAM 
OAKLAND, CaUf. (APl-HlraW 
lYanklin Deaner sat back etsn* 
tcntedly after dinner and lit the 
32.486th-cigar of his life. It was 
the first in a birthday package of 
107—one for each of Deaner’s 
years. Deaner. a retired piano 
tuner, figures he’s been smoking 
a cigar a day since he was 16.
u








p H O E N I X
b e e r
iiCI**
ANt̂ l VtHSAHr $‘ntw
16 when the last of the huge tun-
It's  the real th ing -  B.C.’s only 'Authentic Centennial beer -  
A-ith the rare quality that comes from 100 years experience.
Phoenix Division -  Lucky Lager Breweries Ltd.
For free home delivery phone 2 2 2 4
VISA





of economic nnd .social affairs.
HONOR BRQCKINGTON St. Paul’̂  Anglican cathedral
MONTREAL (CP) — Leonardi“4 Melbourne. Australia, was
W. Brocklngton, distinguished Ot­
tawa lawyer, has been awarded 
the IBth Montreal Medal pre­
sented by the Queen’s University 
Alumni Association of Montreal. 
The medal is for outstanding ser­
vice to the Queen’s, Dr, Brock- 
tngton is rector of the King.ston, 
Onl.. university and the students’ 
-representative on the board of 
trustees,
started in 1880 nnd completed ln| 
1932.
Sj:/\\Cd
' ' 1  Ao *:
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Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
, RUDY'S TAXI 
2610
And. a copy will be 
doqpatchcd' to you at once
special delivery sm tee 
is available nightly between 




servino with the 
United Nations Emergency 












sends 4 0 0
'EXPO RT  
CIGARETTES
Or any o lljer Macdonald Brand 
Povtoge included 
Man <ofdm and r t  "*klaoce toi 
O VIR tlA I DEPAklMINT
MAa>0HAlD TOBACCO INC
r.O. I.M .W, PUi.
Qua.















R e a d y  C o o k e d !  
R e a d y  S l ic e d ! 








B e c a u s e  th e y  a r e  O n io n  y o u  kn o w  flio y  a r o  Q u a l i ty  M oatS a
-  .V  ’ : \  ' '
1
ant Ads Sell! They R ent! They Find! Phone 4 4 4 5
TUE DAILY COURIEK 1(1 
TIIUB.. MAY 29. 195» Property For Sale
Funeral Homes
The lotertor’t  Fine it Martnary
DAY’S GENERAL 8ERVICE 
*■*■*:/'LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings, 




RUMMAGE SALE BY 1ST KEL­
OWNA Scout-s and Cubs to be 
held June 11 c» ? p.m., 1720 Rich 
ter St. Anyone wbhing to donate 
rummage, please leave at above 
address Monday, June 9, between 
6:30 and 8 p.m., or call 3085 or 
6929 for pickup. Paper bags 
would be appreciated to use at 
sale. 229. 233. 236
NEW N.H.A. HOMES FOR SALE
Two and three bedroom bungalow's and split levels with auto­
matic heating, fireplaces and carports. These houses arc under 
construction on Bay Avenue and Gore Avenue in the south end. 
Both close to schools.
Prices range from $11,000 to $13,000 and down payments 
$2200 fo $2600 — Low monthly payments.
CHARLES D. GADDES REAL ESTATE
Phone 3227




PRINCE CHARLES LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen.' all facilities 
921 Bernard Avc. Phone 4124
239
NEW, COOL. SELF-CONTAINED 
light housekeeping bedroom and 
kitchenette. Apply 1032 Leon 
Ave. 234
288 Bernard Avc.
TWO OR THREE ROOM FUR­
NISHED suite, also one light 
housekeeping room in quiet 
home. Apply 1874 Ethel St.
229, 231. 233
A. W. GRAY
Real Estate & Insurance 
Agencies Ltd.
Personal 1439 Ellii St. Phone 3175 “Black Mountain”
Trailers
INTERIOR MOBIL^ HOMES 
Rntland Rd. and Veriion Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trailer hauling. Fully insured, 
reasonable rates, professional 
services.
Board and Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
239
R. C. M. POLICE CONSTABLE 
wishes room and board, prefer 
ably in private home. Phone 3300
anytime. 231
I. FRANK FEDRIGO. WILL NOT n e w  N.H.A. HOME ON DILWORTH CRESCENT. Bunga 
be rc.spon.siblc for any debts in- joy,, 4  rooms and bath. Full basement, automatic gas fur 
curred by anyone o t^ r  than j „ j îor. 220 wiring. CilV water. Price is
aSTO  with onl^ S3 378 down, balance a, $64 per month.
RR^Ko. N.H.A. HOME, just out of city, on view lot, overlooking Lake
• Kelowna. B.C.' Okanagan. 3 bedrooms, large livingroom, kitchen and dining
•___________ _____ area,. and utility room. McLary oil automatic furnace. City
URGENTLY NEEDED water. House 2 years old. Price $13,650, with $5,250 down,
Anyone who saw accident onL^ijj^cc at $65 per month, 
comer of Bernard and Richter on
M onday, 19th, please phone 337  ̂ I ̂  STOREY FAMILY HOME, on South side, near lake,
________ ________________ "Ipark, a good residentiai district. Livingroom with fireplace,
TO WHOM IT may CONCERN I kitchen, bath and 1 bedroom down, 2 bedrooms
^^V csSbletoJ^^^^^ and a full basement with rpom for a 4th_bedroom if needed
may incurred by any person Automatic oil furnace, 220 wiring. Extenor stucco, interior
other than myself. . plastered. Matching garage. Nice lot with ornamental trees,
^  Wardla’w Ave., *awn, garden space. Price $16,800, with good terms
Kelowna. B.C. ATTRACTIVE 1 STOREY HOME, close to city High schools,
________ ________________ - 2  bedrooms, livingroom, den, bathroom, kitchen, hall and
utility room. Full basement with automatic gas furnace. 220 
wiring. Rockwool insulation. Matching garage. Lot 71’ x 120 
rj——  pa in tin g  with fruit trees, terraced lawn. Hardwood floors through-
S oiU tS g m n tS S ^  Kel-lout house, except kitchen. Price $19,000, good terms, 
owna, B.C. Exterior and ulterior • ^  GRAY J. F. KLASSEN
painting. Residence: McCurdy Road Residence: 18 Dilworth Crescent
your requirements g  c.. Phone 6169 Bankhead, Phone 8885
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW
Prices. Knives and scissors _____________
sharpened 20c; also hand saws. _  5152.50.
267 Leon Avc. . Th-ttl Kelowna.'B.C. Full
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT particulars on posters at office 
and Commercial Photography, of National Employment Service 
developing, printing, and en- and Post Office. Apply before 
larging. - '  June 9, 1958, to Civil Service
POPE’S PHOTO S’TUDIO Commission, 6th floor, 1110 W.
Dial 2883 535 Bernard Avc. Georgia St., Vancouver 5, B.C
. 'UPtf " 229
WILL LOOK AFTER ELDERLY 
lady ill comfortable home. Phone 





TERRY AND ALJO TRAILERS 
BARKETT’S TRAILER SALES 
467 Main St., Penticton 
Phone 4822
See us before you buy
242
NEW 16 FT. HOLLIDAY Travel 
ler — Sleeps six, fully equipped 
Phone 8742. 230
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& SERVICE — Peachland, B.C 






NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
Boats And Engines
IN THIS RACE 20 MPH IS WINNING SPEED
MERCURY MARK 40 OUT­
BOARD Motor — Complete with 
remote controls, and in good 
running order. $285.00 or best 
offer. Can be seen at Bennett’s 
Hardware. 231
Lined up for the start here are 
the autos of ancient vintage 
(1904 to 1920) that staged a 
race’ in Vienna, Austria. Daz­
zling speeds up to 20 miles an 
hour were attained by some of 
the old chariots. ’The winner
(marked by arrow) was the 
car in which Archduke Francis 
Ferdinand of Austria, nephew 
of Emperor Franz JoJef of 
Austria-Hungary, and his wife. 
Duchess von Ilohenberg, were
riding when they were assas­
sinated at Sarajevo In 1914. 
’File murder touched off World 
War 1. Driver of the car In the 




A SNAP! PRACTICALLY brand 
new 1056 Johnson privately owned 
30 HP. Outboard Motor. WiU 
sacrifice 'for $300 or best offer, 
May be seen at Kelowna Marine 
and Equipment Ltd. tl
Prts and Supplies
BEAUTIFUL R H O D E S I A N  
Ridgcback pups. Odorless. Guar 
antecd satisfactory: and Lap
Airdales. 12243 Gladstone Rd., 
RR No. 6, North Surrey, or phone
246
Business Personal
Help Wanted Property For Sale
*__|ESM0ND LUMBER CO.. LTD. 
5 5 9 all Building Supplies. Special-
mamicss sieei luu ------ :_;_g jj. Plywood. Contractors.
GENERAL ELECTRIC WAOTER solicited. Phone or
white enamel 5 4 9  ̂ ^^^ orders collect, 3600 E
CONNOR WASHER—
St inle t l t b
8 ACRES FARM LAND — 20 
miles from Vancouver. For 
further particulars apply at cabin 
No. 2, 2801 North St., Kelowna.
230





DEALERS IN ALL ’TYPES O F ^ ^ ,p £ j j  _  SALESWOMAN for 
used equipment: mill, mine afternoon employment in
Jogging supplies; new and nsedi housewares. Please
wire rope; P»Pe and miings. chain .  ̂ g  5255 Daily Courier,
» P « lcn e . and
Vancouver, B.C., Phone Mutual qualifications 
1-6357. ' . TH-S-tf w anted  IMMEDIATELY-RE
irA«iT RFPATR SERVICE woman to care
chain; saws and all small power housework, f ^  
equipment Maxson’s Sport and school' twm.^ i 




I IF YOU ARE A HOUSEWIFE 
possessing knowledge of knitting 
plus a sincere desire to turn 
spare hours into earning hours. 
Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg, then contact us immediately. No 
318 Bernard Avenue. others need apply, ’Those select­
ed will be given free machine in-
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. Utruction plus a highly profitable 
Others by appointment Û ĵ g contract. For earliest
P d o n . :  BUS. . ^ 4  — ^
____________J-nur.. cn., naily Courier. 229
lines. sepUc tanks. Fhom^^  C efSably  lady over 20 years of 
lYx, XU, u. special training required
but should have pleasant person­
ality, '̂ as will be necessary to act 
as assistant receptionist, and 
tvping would be an advantage. 
Please apply to Box 5074M, Daily 
Courier, - stating age and office 
experience if nny.- • M-Thurs-t£
LOVELY BUNGALOW
VERY CLOSE IN
We offer the ideal home for the 
family which has to or wants to 
live within a stone’s throw of 
the best shopping district in Kel 
owna. If you don’t want to or 
can’t drive a car, this is the place 
for you, AND it’s on a quiet side 
s t r e e t . ,
This is a lovely white stucco, 
be^oomed bungalow, with full 
basement, oil furnace, carport 
neat-as-a-pin garden. This is' ; 
sparkling home ,and priced right
$14,700 .00  ■
Call at 280 Bernard A-venue or 
Phone 2333. .












^ 4 9 1  with Bonder Collie pups, three 






I Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
Glenburn 1500. 231
Legal
New Refinery Towers Symbol | Brown-Shirt 
Of Aussie Industrial Future
long. 45 miles from Melbourne, 
in Victoria: Standard Vacuum at 
Altona, near Melbourne, Vic­
toria; and the Australian Oil Re­
fining Company, at Botany Bay, 
New South Wales.
’There are other smaller plants 
which have been operating for 
some years with a combined ca­
pacity of about 1,100,000 Vms of 
crude oil a year. The total c,v̂ >c- 
mostly capital froml'^Y of all Australian refineries is
By REX SCAMBARY
MELBOURNE (Reuters)—’The 
slim, silvery towers of four new 
oil refineries have become s>̂ m- 
bols' of faith in Australia’s indus­
trial future.
’They have sprung up in the last 
five years on coastal sites in the 
states of South Wales, Victoria 
and Western Australia, and have 
cost the equivalent of about 
$260,000,000.
RADIOS
GENERAL ELECTRIC — World 
wide radio, beautiful
walnut cabinet ............. .
You Always Do Better At
1952
seU.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
HERBERT SYDNEY BAKER, 
late of 1886 Pendozi Street, Kel­
owna, British Columbia.
. NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above deceased are hereby re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executor at 625 West 
Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
before the 27th day of June, 1958, 
after which' date the Executor 
will distribute the said estate 
_ _ _ _  among the’parties entitled there-
FORD FORDOR — Must I to, having regard only to"the 
Radio, two tone, many claims of which it then has notice.
LOANE'S
Cars And Trucks
more extras. 1017 Bernard. Phone 
4570. 2311
I CAN g iv e  you  a GOOD 
deal on 1955 Chevrolet Sedan. 
Must sell. Can accept an older 
car in trade. Phone 6248 after 
6:30 p.m. 229
THE ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY, Executor. 





West Germany has a popula­
tion of 53,500,000 compared to 18,- 
VOLKSWACiEN 1000,000 in Communist East Germ-1955 DELUX . ,
with custom radio, turn signals gjjy. 
and seat covers, in very good 
condition. Full price only $1,195.- 
00. Mervyn Motors Ltd. 229
VISIT 0. L. JONES USED FUR- 
Nl’TURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard Avc. M-’IH-tf
CFDRIC M. STRINGER
Public Accounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block 
1$64 Pendozi St., Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242
M.. T., S„ tf
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPH­
ER required for Chartered Ac­
countant office. Apply Campbell. 
Imrie & Ashley, 102 Radio Bldg.
SEWING — DRESS MAKING, 
.sport shirts. 743 Wilson Avc 
Phone 3466. 230
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave.
Phono 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Avc. Phono 4236
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
trnri.'i cleaned, vacuum cimlppcd 
Interior Septic Tank Service 
Phono 2CTI4. if
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and carpenter work. Phono 2028 
oftcr 6 p.m. J. Wanner. 240
WANTED
Rcliablo Boys £or 
Street Sales




New stucco bungalow in North 
End, close to school, lake and 
park. This lovely home has 2 
large bedrooms, livingroom, 
modern kitchen and utility room 
with laundry tubs, 220 wiring and 
automatic natural gas heat, 
floors are oak and tile. Full 
price $9,000.00 with terms.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2912
' tf
1954 FORD CUSTOMLINE Sedan 
—32,000 guaranteed miles. Must 
be sold. Trade and terms ar-| 





The Daily CourierWATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS for sale"—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the xaken by our photographer. It is 
Courier 32-tff [easy to get souvenir photos of the
,n=o TTT irryim nfiOR tin's you were in the news. Send1953 CHEVROLET FOUR DyUxl .. . friends or nut them1953 them to your friends or put the—Exceptionally good condition,
new pnlnt, seat covera..SclUngl“  6M, « »'A :
Only $1.00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the Business Office
below list. 
Paul St.
1956 BLACK DELUX VOLKS­
WAGEN — With custom radio 
and red leather upholstery. Very 
clean inside and out. Only] 
$1,395.00. Mervyn,Motors Ltd.
229
NEW 26x40’ 3-BEDROOM hou.se 
—L-shaped kitchen, dining area 
and livingroom. Oak and tile 
floors, stucco and piaster, car­
port and basement. $9,800.00. 
terms. 883 Patterson Ave, 231
WILL SELL FOR REASONABLE 
cash offer, 19.57 half-ton Ford 
Dclux. WiU take small trade. 
Phone 4025 days, 3422 evenings.
232
WANTED — HOUSEKEEPER 
for elderly couple In Peachland. 
Live In. Box 5293M Dally Courier.
229
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS* 
Altering find repairing n specialty 
Phono 4685. 231
FREE RQOM AND, BOARD TO 
reliable woman for evening baby 
sitting. Phone 6409 before 3 p.m.
' 231
$1,900.00 TO $2,700.00 DOWN for 
two or three bedroom mobile 
home.s. Completely furnished. 
Phone 8742. 230
d r a p e s  e x p e r t l y  m ade  ~
Freo estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phono 2481. tf
PositlQn Wanted
iLXPERrinMCED GIRL SEEKS 
office position. Background in­
cludes: stenography; documenta. 
LumWc Office, and positions with 
several major firms. Intorcskd 
partlc.s are asketi to apply to 
Bjpx 5140, Dally Courier, or to 
leave message at 4445,1______p i
HAVE EXPERIENCE -  Would 
like orchard job starting l)Cgla 
nlng of June, Write Box 5230M 
Dallv Courier. ' , ' 220
C A P A B LE  G IR L  —  Expcricncw i 
in  offlco work., o r w illing to do 
any port tim e  work, Fhono
fo r em a n




LARGE ORCHARD PROPERTY 
Westbank, 'lOO acres, Chance for 
capable party to create nice shcl- 
tiu'cd,estate. Creek and plenty of 
yjood. Box 52C8M, Dally Courier.
231
For Rent
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS -  
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals. 6136 WIlHngdon, Burnab; 
2, Vancouver. B.C.
toF ' m a rket^  paTd
for scrap Iron, steel, brass cop­
per, load. etc. Honc.st grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
Iron and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
SI., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-6357.
TRY COURIER CIXSSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK RliSULTS
NEW APARTMENT BLOCK 
Downtown, ultra modern, well 
funrished. One or two adults, half 
block off Bernard. Apply Suite 
No. 1, 1469 Bertram. ■ 232
Articles For Sale
MODERN, 2 BEDROOM Duplex 
gas heat, garage, close In. Phone 
«89.____ _̂__ , ' ' . ;__ p f
TWO ROOM"*‘pUnNlSHED SuTte
Call 1660 Ethel St. Phone 3670.
231
iJ c iit I io u s e k e e p i^
Refrlgcrntor and electric stov 
Included. 2107 Richter St.
M. Til, tf






No ■white space. 
Minimum 10 words,
1 Insertion ------ per word
3 consecutive
Insertions ----- - per word 2j44
8 consecutive, insertions 
or more ____ _ per word 24
IW 6 D O D G E  R O Y A L !  * '^ '* “ *'’“■'”’1, 
lARDTOP —  Push button
transmission, power brakes and insertions ............... . 1.05 Inch
all extras. p  consecutive insertions
. ' or more ........ ............. .05 Inch
1956 VOLKSWAGEN deluxe CInssIfled Cards
GEMACO 
MERCEDES BENZ
sedan — Radio, special heater, 
immaculate condition $1495.00
1955 CHEVROLET four door 
sedan. Overdrive, new tires. 
Priced a t ................. $1550.00
1950 OLDSMOBILE 8 8  four 
door sedan. Automatic trans­
mission .radio, and heater, 
turn signals, windshield wash­
ers, at .... $450.00
GEMACO
991 EUIs Street Phone 3939 
Evenings 7431
J count lines dally 0.00 month 
Dally for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Ekch additional lino .  2.00 month
Oao inch dally ----- 17.50 month
One inch •





’These new refineries have in­
creased Australia’s refining ca­
pacity from 1,000,000 tons of 
crude oil a year in 1951 to more 
than 9,000,000 tons at present.
RISK CAPITAL 
Politicians and businessmen, 
from Prime Minister Robert 
Menzies on down, look warmly 
at this investment of private 
“risk” capital, which has come 
freely and without goverament 
guarantees. ’They regard it as a 
sign of confidence in Australia’s 
ability to expand.
. ’The refineries are saving Aus­
tralia more than $55,000,000 
year in foreign exchange. Which 
previously would have been sppnt 
on refining costs ■overseas.
They have brought the Aus 
tralian oil industry one step 
nearer to self-sufficiency, which 
can be achieved only by the dis 
covery of large deposits of oil 
within Australia’s own territories.
They have been the source of 
small, but promising, ancillary 
industries, such as the manufac­
ture cj- .plastics, and chemicals
from petroleum byproducts.
Australia’s defence chiefs see 
the refineries as a contribution to 
security. ’The war taught Aus­
tralia the folly of depending on 
imported refined oil.
POSTrWAR OIL GROWTH
The building of the refineries 
indicates that the oil industry has 
more than kept pace with Aus­
tralia’s bustling post-war indus­
trial growth. To some extent, oil 
has set the pace.
On a per capita population 
basis, Australia has become one 
of the biggest oil - consuming 
countries in the world. Oil pro­
vides about one-quarter of the 
country’s energy needs, apart 
from being the basic fuel for its 
road vehiries, diesel locomotives, 
aircraft and ships.
Australia is the fourth most 
highly motorized country in the 
world. 1 6 .
Consumption of gasoline has in­
creased from 681,000,000 gallons 
in 1952 to 980,000,000 in 1957. a 
rise of 44 per cent.
Since 1953, the consurnption oI 
motor diesel oil, industrial dibscl 
oil and fuel oil has increased by 
97 per cent. The Australian re­
fining Industry has been able to 
supply all these basic fuels plus 
a surplps for export.
But It is able to supply only 85 
per cent of its gasoline, the most 
important petroleum product. Oil 
companies predict, however, that 
within two years all the gasoline 
used in Austnilla will be refined 
in Australia.
NEW REFINERY 
This will be made possible by 
a new refinery that the Standard 
Vacuum Oil Company intends to 
build 20 miles from Adelaide, the 
capital of South Australia. It will 
cost about $36,000,000 and the an 
nual retail value of the petroleum 
products It Is expected to produce 
will exceed $110,000,000.
The four now plants In opera 
tlon have been set up by the Bril 
tsh Petroleum Company, near
9,300,000 tons.
The new refineries hkvc been 
built largely with imported capi­
tal. But they were built by Aus­
tralian labor and about 50 per 
cent Australian-made materials.
’The demand for different types 
of specialised engineering - and 
electrical equipment led to the 
expansion of many existing Aus­
tralian industries and the estab­
lishment of a few new ones.
The refineries have meant the 
establishment of new settlement: 
and big engineering projects to 
build wharves 'for super-tankers.
At present,- New Zealand is the 
biggest overseas purchaser of 
Australian refinery products. In 
1956-57, New Zealand imported oil 
products w o r t h  more than 
$19,000,000 from Australia.
The Australian oil industry di­
rectly employs 24,000 persons.




Fremantle, , WcRtcrn Au.stralla 
the Shell Company, near Gee
VANCOUVER fCP) — More 
than $2,000,000 will be spent this 
year in B.C. and Pacific North­
west states of the U.S. on re­
search into problems of main­
taining salmon runs in rivers 
used for development of hydro­
electric power, the fisheries de­
partment has announced.
A department statement said 
more than WO scieqtists on the 
west coast arc working on the 
problem, together with many as­
sistants,
Fisheries, agencies in B.C. are 
spending $745,000 on this research 
in 1958 and combined expendi­
ture on similar projects in Wash­
ington, Oregon and California 
this year totals $1,400,000, it 
said.
The research studies cover 
such questions as environment, 
temperature and water quality 
changes, predator control, artifi­
cial spawning beds, fishway im­
provements, fish guiding and col­
lecting devices, fish fatigue and 
hatchery research related to the 
fish-power problem.
Budget requests for show 
that total expenditure on such 
projects in 1959 in B.C. and the 
throe states may reach $3,000,000 
and a total of $10,000,000 may be 
spent during the next three 
years, it said.
The question of saving salmon 
from adverse effects of power 
developments is subject of peri 
odlc meetings between scientists 
in the four areas for exchange 
of information and ideas. The 
work is co-ordinated by the Inter 
national Pacific Salmon Fisher 
ics Commission.
Youth Group  ̂
Recommended
By NEVILLE NANKIVELL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — H. J. A 
Brown, secretary-treasurer of thi 
Canadian School Trustees’ Asso­
ciation. wants a national youth 
movement organized in Canada 
to develop an ’’esprit de corp.s” 
among students and boost pridi 
in academic achievement. >
But his suggestion, made at ths 
just-concluded Associated High 
School Boards of Ontario conven­
tion in London. Ont., would model 
the organization along the line? 
of former Nazi and Fascist youth 
movements in G e r m a n y  and 
Italy. He has already met criti- 
cism by some school board offi* 
cialsi
‘‘There were certain virtues In 
what developed in Germany and 
Italy.” he said Wednesday night 
in an interview, referring to the | 
Hitler youth movement in Nazi 
Germany and the Balilla and - 
Avanguardia youth organizations 
set up in Mussolini’s Italy. 
DIFFERENT OBJECTIVES 
They had standards of be­
havior and conduct and esprit da 
corps , and intense patriotism. 
’They failed because they were 
used for political movements."
The two youth movements were 
militaristic and dedicated to the 
service of the state.
‘"There are certain virtues In 
that typle pf discipline,” Mr. v 
Brown said. ‘‘’The army discip­
line, the'  color and glamor of 
bands and marching and uni­
forms, gives a touch of color and 
stirs the imagination."
But he stressed that the objec­
tives of a Canadian national 
youth movement would be dif­
ferent from those of the Euro­
pean groups. .
He said there Is a need for a 
nStionally-supported youth move-. 
ment in which the main aim 
would be pride of membership 
and a membership, g a i n e d  
through ’ academic achievement, 
good citizenship, sportsmanship 
and usefulness to the community. 
EGGHEADS AND SQUARES 
“Today if students try to gain 
academic achievement they are 
called eggheads and squares.
•■'Their academic level has been 
lowered because they conform to 
the group. They don’t work up 
to the level oT their potential
ability-”Mr. Brown said- qualification 
for membership in such an or­
ganization should be based on 
students producing up to the 
capacity of their academic level.
It wouldn’t be a society for 
gifted children."
There would bc'^scycn}! alms, 
Dased on the social needs of thei 
community and the role* of the 
youth in the community. High 
schools would be the logical 
place to start such a movement. 
Member.s would be between the 
ages of 13 and 19.
Hd .said financing of the move­
ment should come from the fed­
eral government, such'a.s the 
financing of c a d e t  corps at i
IT'S lOWAY
The stale of Iowa was nam<!:d 
after an Indian tribe known , to 
scltlcr.s ns Idwnj>‘s, or Alnouczi 
meaning “sleepy ones."
H E IN T Z M A N  M E D IU M  P IA NO  
—  N atu ra l oak, condition excel­
lent. Phone 3216. 230
1000 N E W  2 ‘ R U B p tfn  
Hiictl F ire  Hose w ith 2” Pipe 
Thread Couplings.”  AHna Iron 4i 
M c to b  Ltd .* 250 P rio r St„ Van- 
couver 4, B .C . , J ___ M , Th, I f
L A R G E  iPO UNTAIN . LA R G E  
t w i  door rtsfrigerator. grills. 
1,-irKe ntagatino stand. Phone
•niE BERNARD JX)DGE 
Room.s by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Avc., 
phono 3215. "
LARGE GROUND FI-OOU DU­
PLEX sullc. 5 room* nml bath. 
No animals. Apply 832 Bernard 
Avc. tf
AT A C APART-
231 IM S .
.suniEs
MENTS. Edgewood Road, Bank 
head, Phone 8613, tf
n e iT ^ T arYly  FmiNisTiia)




WAGEN Bus -L Almost new en­
gine,, now transmission and front 
end. Brand new tires. Full price 
only $1,895.00, Mervyn Motors 
Ltd. 229
Auto Financing
financing plan will help you make 
n iKittcr deal. Seo us for details 
now, beforo you buy. Carndhera 





Police --'— Dial 8300
Hospital  ----------— . Dlol 4000
Fire Ha'll  ------------ Dial 115




If unable to contact a dootot
D i l l  2 7 2 $  ^
DRUG* STORES OPEN 
Bundars, llolldajra and 
Wednesday* 
t  p m  to 6:$9 P-m-
08OYQOS COBTOMB HOUM 
Canadian and Alncrlcan 
Cuitoma 
24-hour tet-vloa.
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
T
wilt, rUFFlf, APTEK 7' 
18 VSAR3 I KC >00 
P,KAU.Y(50T AROUND 
TO PliSSlNGUPA 
SPACE IN >OUR 
' VARP FOR A 
OARPcN,.'.






OF A  
POCHl
\  W  rrs TO re  A fiAKPeN, m o r s a n l . ^  
v |7  UNae KRT KAPITPRERAREO TO 
'  PUTTER W6H IN TRYiNS TO RAISE 
VE5ETAHU5I...WEKE IT NOT THAT 
1?A WKITIN(5 SOME VERY 
llWWANT SOENTlFlC ARTICLES 
FOR THE VMOraXNWlPE GEOPHYSICAL 
year, TP TRANSFORM THE YARP 
INTO A HORTiCaTURAl, 






A X  >£4RS> TOO/
schools by the national defence 
department.
“Members could spend part of 
their sumtftcr holiday at govern­
ment jobs, such ns in military 
camps, civil defence and conser­
vation,”
The movement would be com­
plimentary to other youth move­
ments such ns the YMCA and 
YWCA nncl the Boy Scouts and 
Girl Guides movements. •
It would be desirable to have a 
combination of school teachers, 
social workers and military per­
sonnel ns lenders of the move* 
rrient.
Athletic participation by mem- , 
bers would ensure the grenter 
need for physical fitness by Can­
ada’s youth.
igilwiwiiw
$elect Your Party^ 
and TV Time Treats 
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
1 1
By Bi^JAY BECKEK 
ITftp Record-IIoMer In M«itrni’| 




B K Q 3  
V 7 « 4  
4 J 1 0 9  
4 K 1 0 S 3  
* EAST 
A 10963  
V A Q J 1 0 S 3  
♦  »
A Q 6  
f io i r m
4 A8 7 6
A A K Q 7 4 3
The Uddinx:
Cut South West North
>1M 1 #  Pu* 1
IV ‘ 3 «  3V
WEST 
4 J f t  
VK9S 
•  83 
AI74S;
•loser is inevitable, and that to 
avoid going down he must not 
lose a second club, nor enn he 
make the contract unless a spade 
lorer can also be escai>ed. If he 
draws trumps, declarer notes, a 
spade will have to be lost unless 
ths suite breaks 3-3.
The preliminary survey com­
pleted, South leads the Jack of 
clubs. West playing low. The king 
is played from dummy because 
the ace is marked to be with 
West. East cannot very well have 
passed originally if he had the 
club ace. nor can West have 
raised without it.
The first hurdle is passed. Now 
the problem of the spade loser 
must be dealt with. To rely on a 
2-2 trump break or a 3-3 spade 
break is dangerous. There is a 
line of play available which can 
overcome either suit breaking 
badly. The answer lies in dummy
reversal. , , »dummy s last
Atom ic Submarines Complete 
Thirty-One Days Under W ater
The United States Navy 
has a n n o u n c e d  that two 
atomic submaKties. S k a t e  
and Seawolf. bare completed 
■ record-breaking month un­
der water. What did it feel 
like cooped np for 31 days in 
an atomic submarine? In an 
account written for The Ai> 
sociated Press, a sailor giyes 
the answers. ,
Written For Associated Press
By LOUIS E. KLEINLEJN 
Sonarman First Ctass, C.S. Navy
The most difficult part of our 
Journey was now nearing, but 
this was chiefly for the smokers 
in the crew. That includes just 
about everybody.
Our oxygen banks were empty. 
To freshen the air we began to 
bleed into the sub high-pressure 
air from our air banks, which are 
normally used for surfacing the 
boat. This air was later pumped 
back
The first noticeable effect o: 
the thin air was that a match 
when struck would immediately
norv’rrw! 8° out. Eventually, it took four orGROTON, Conn. (AP) — For
Accordingly.
Opening lead—two of hearts. heart is ruffed high and the nine 
The factors that comprise skill clubs is conceded to East’s 
^ In dummy play are not easy to queen. He returns a trump, taken 
enumerate. Ask the top declarers jjj dummy.
In the bridge world why it is that I ^  club is ruffed high, dummy 
they consistenly get good re-, jg entered with a spade, and an- 
sults, and play practically everyjoiher club is ruffed high. A flia- 
hand m  though they had seen the | ^ond is led to dummy and West’s 
opponents cards, and they willljaj^ trump is drawn as declarer 
grope for a suitable answer. 'discards a spade.
I think they treat each deal as j South’s eleven winners consi-st 
a new experience and simply o( (our ruffs in his own hand,
work out the problems that arise 
without particular reference to 
.general rules, prior accomplish- 
jP ments, or exceptional knowledge.
Observe this hand where de­
clarer heads straight for his goal, 
dealing with the situation he 
faces in step-by-step' logical style.
East wins the ace of hearts 
* and returns the queen which 
South ruffs. Declarer secs a club
dummy’s three high trumps, 
club, and three spade tricks.
DON’T DIE HERE
EGREMONT, Mass. (AP)— 
This town of 851 residents has 
nowhere to bury its dead. The 
town’s two present burial areas 
are full, and the voters defeated 
a proposal to purchase three 
acres of land for burial purposes.
more than 31 of those days we 
were totally buttoned up under 
the water. This was longer than 
any men have remained under 
the sea before.
R e a d i n g  was a favorite 
pastime. The most popular books 
at the beginning were Peyton 
Place, Onionhead, and Don’t Go 
Near the Water.
Movnes were shown in the mess 
hall every night. Some of the 
movies were The Benny • Good­
man Story, Underwater, Away 
AH Boats, and The Country Girl.
As the days passed, a fad 
started for exercising with the 
muscle-building outfit. Everyone 
took a crack at it.
NO TENSION
HEALTH COLUMN
If Bleeding Develops 
A fte r Tooth Is Puled
The crew’s attitude was good 
all the way. No tension developed 
at all. 1 suppose this will be a 
surprise to m a n y ,  especially 
when they imagine themselves 
with more than 80 others in a 
sealed pipe of 250 feet in length 
and 25 feef in diameter — even 
with ideal conditions.
We had virtually no news of the 
outside world. We did learn of 
the stoning of Vice - President 
Nixon in l^uth America and of 
the (military) pay raise passed 
by Congress. These scraps of 
news came to us during recep­
tion o^ official messages received 
by radio. The baseball season
By Herman N. Bundesen. M.D. by an infection in the socket or I started after we left, but we By Herman ouiiuc . by injury during the extract- didn’t get any scores until almost
ion. Generally, applying cold ap- the last day. 
plications to the face will relieve After 20 days we all became a 
it little restless. But the air was
still “country fresh’’ and
five matches struck together to 
get a light for a cigaret. On the 
27th day we found we could light 
cigarets by using an electric sol­
dering iron.
However, In the 30th day and 
31st days cigarets were so hard 
to keep lit that most of us just 
gave them up. It was too tiring 
for the chest muscles to keep puf 
fing
Towards'the end. we wondered 
if we had been down longer than 
the Seawolf, which was also on 
the exercise. We were proud 
when we learned that we had set 
the record.
We surfaced at 7 a.m. on Sun­
day, May 25. It was like the end 
of a dream. I was glad to have 
fresh air again and to be heading 
for our home berth.
erWKING OUT WHIT 
PRUSSa.WA0 KJDSTUFR 
AAieS TONE5. 1 CONFESS 
HIS CRACK ABOUT AV 
^NG A NO-MtmE GRIKIP 
. WENTTOMY EGO.
THE MASONX NEVER WCNTOUT
for^ ortsatcouege w as
that  1 NEVER HAD THE 
TIME. WHENXWAfiNt 
HirrwG'rHE BOOKS-
1 WAS WASHING nSHESk 
WAITING ON TAMES OR 
HUSawS SUBSCRIPTIOM9
With our modern dental tech- 
4  niques and equipment nobody has 
to worry much any more about 
having a tooth pulled. However, 
even with the “smoothest” ex­
traction, pain, swelling and hem­
orrhaging sometimes develop 
after a patient gets home.
What can you do about such 
dental emergencies?
WHAT NOT TO DO 
Well, first of all. don’t Invite 
bleeding. Don’t rinse your mouth 
too violently and don’t suck too 
thoroughly when you spit.
To halt bleeding once it has 
begun, rinse your mouth with a 
warm saline solution (mix one- 
half teaspoonful of salt in a 
glass of warm water).
Then fold a 2-in. by 2-in.
.. sterile gauze pad (a moistened 
If  teabag will do) into a small hard 
mass and place it over the site 
of the extraction. Bite on it with 
■ firm pressure for about 10 to 15 
tninutes. This should stop the 
bleeding.
If it does, don’t rinse your 
mouth and don’t spit excessively 
lor a least 24 hours.
GET ADVICE
If it doesn’t, 1 suggest you 
contact your dentist or your 
physician. They might advise 
retaining a hydrogen peroxide 
solution about the bleeding 
socket followed by compression. 
Or maybe they will use ie^o- 
lorm gauze saturated with epine­
phrine. There are, a number of 
things they can do. ,
Pain may follow immediately 
I . after extraction of a tooth or it 
may be delayed for two or three
k;' days. \  . jinmediate pain may be caused
Hees Says TCA 
Passes For MPs 
Cost Too Much
O’TTAWA (CP) — The quesUonl 
of air travel passes for Commons 
members, particularly those liv­
ing great distances from Ottawa, 
still is under consideration by the 
government. Transport Minister 
Hees said Tuesday. •
However, in a Commons reply 
to Frank Howard (CCF—Skeena) 
he indicated the cost may be pro­
hibitive.
Mr. Hees, who in the past has 
expressed a desire to see such] 
passes instituted, said he had dis­
cussed the matter with the man-1 
agement of the g o v e r nment- 
owned Trans - Canada Air Lines! 
but found the cost to the public] 
quite consid-
DELAYED PAIN | «ii ■ ir  ir n a our
Delayed pain usually develops source of sunlight via the 
two or three days after the ex- neutron was still bright 
traction It becomes increasingly Entering our fourth week down, 
worse after the third day and is we all began to realize there was 
severe for the next four or five a possibility that we might stay 
days. down longer than anyone before trrasury would be
By the 10th day or so it usiially us. 'erable.’’
subsides, but it may persist in' 
subdued form for a total of two 
or three weeks. This, of course, 
requires treatment by a doctor.
It's caused by local inflamma' 
tion of the alvealor bone.
P ost-ex trac tion  sw elling  usu
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By ESTRELLITA
ally is caused by iujury to the FOR TOMORROW 
soft tissues. It _ is seldom ac- Concentrate on your most im 
companied by pain or tenderness. pgj.^aat interests now. Plan how 
SEDATIVES HELP they‘are to be managed, not only
Uaually you can reduce  the on this day, but in the future. The 
swelling by applying an ice bag aspects indicate a need for your 
for half an hour every hour until best efforts in spite of obstacles, 
the area returns to its normal Do not let temporary setbacks 
size It’s probably a goodi idea to discourage you from pursuing 
consult your doctor, since he can worthwhile goals, 
prescribe phenobarbital or other pQjj BIRTHDAY
' ‘" S e ' ^ S e  S ' ^ b o u T t S i t h  ex- l  If  tom orrow  is your b ir th d a y  u n e  m o i t  w uiu a  .. , th e re  a re  tw o m onths w hich
trac tio n . If  y o u ^h ace^  s tan d  out in  you r c h a r t a s  b e tte r-
than-excellent for job and mone-heart disease or have,
had, rheumatic fever, teU I tary affairs. These are June and
Sfy^^'wm adSnLteV p/nicillm Do take .advantage
ion to  prevenV b a c te r ia l m flam - does not p ro m ise  too
m ation  of th e  h ea rt.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
should be removed?
A nsw er; Sebacious cysts a re  
seldom  dangerous. H ow ever, i t ’s 
usua lly  b es t to h av e  them  re ­
















17. Little girl 
4  18. Cobalt
~ (svm.)
19. A U S,.
President 


























2, Stir up 
3! Tcnnb
•erves
4. Flower 23. Cereal
garden grain
5. Missile 25, Wooden
weapons block
of gauchos 26. Por-
6. Across tions
7. Ancient 27, Simple-
defense tons
ditch 29, Power-
8. Cut In two driven boat
9. Fun 30.----  light-
11, Greek ning
island 32. Shed blood
15 Movies 35, Stringed
17, Droop instrument
20. Footed vase 30. River (Gcr.)
21. Encoun- 37, Measure
terod of land
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The SHIP LOST HER RUDDER VKTHlN SIGHT 
OF HER HOME PORT OF CAPE ANN, (VIASS 
ON OAN. 1.1780- WAS SWEPT OUT TO 
SEA AND FLOUNDERED HELPLESSLY 
F0R6 MONTHS AND 17 Q M S  /
CREW EXISTED ON fWHMED 
COCOA AND INDIAN CORN 
-AW) W imour BREAD OR WATER
• hbMliW—  Ml
DAILY CnVP-rOQUO’lTE -  Here’s how to work Ui
A X V O L B A A X R
is L O N G F E L L O W  »
One letter slmnly stands'toV nnother, in this sample A 1s used 
* for Uio Ihreo L’s, K for Uio two O's, etc Singlo letters, n|K>sUx>piuts, 
the length and formation of the words nro all hints. Each day the 
corle letters aro different ;
A CnVTOnRAM QUOTATION
•N i n S M N  WH V X O V  O Y B I N W O  XOA 
1 I II A N A V » II -  1, N V V .
Yesterdsrs Cryptoqnotej NOTHING MORE AGGHAVATFii ILL 





WAS THE SON 
OF A JUDGE
Th6 grandson
OF A JUDGE 
A N D M  
QREAT-QRAf«mNi 




WHICH FORMERLY INCtUDeO IHH 
MYTHICAL GAttUOA BIRD TO PROVIDE 
TRANSPORTATION FOR THE GODS 
NOW DISPLAY INSTEAD THE OUTLINE 
OF A MODEW AIRPLANE
SURE HOPE m UEAOmG'S RKUT... C m  <RT 
A STAR CHECK BECAUSE OF THIS SOUP- AND 
DON'T DAKS GET MOVf IT OR THE RUSSIAN 
RADAR WILLPICKMC UP.
THERE ARE MOUNTAINS AUEAR 
ANY MISCALCUIATIOM BY 
the TUAE I REACH LAND­
FALL AND m  RCAUY 
THE IRON CURTAIN.
nuOlKNlY HE BKAKS OUT OF THY OVERCAST INTO 
B̂RIGHTAAOONUGHT. OHTHE^'|






BE IN THIS LOCKER 
...HERE...
much in the way of either recog­
nition or gain. This doesn’t mean I 
that you should stop trying. No 
good effort is ever wasted—even 
though rewards are sometimes] 
slow in coming.
July and- late December will] 
be excellent fpi; travel and, if 
you’re single, both June and 
October bring likelihood of new 
romance and marriage. Avoid 
extravagance during October and 
November, and don’t let anyone 
entice you to speculate with as­
sets during this period. A piece 
of good news late in December 
should get you off to a good start | 
in 1959.
A child born on this day will] 
be warm-hearted, generous - and | 
sincere.
THE OLD HOME TOWN
f o u r I - m t e y e -^
■7- THeRES < 
O N LY  T W O  
I O F  ' E M -  
PO A iT L E T  IT  
RrATn-eYou!!
?rcr»MLOi
‘p f i k '









DO YOU HAVe TO 
'STRAIGHTEN CXJT 
MV BUREAU WHILE 
I’M  D R E S S IN G ? ^
\ r - ^
MY GOODNESS.^ 
WHAT A  MESS !  
VOUR PAJAMAS  
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THIS ODD BALL BAT '  
r FOUND BEHIND 
TH’DOOR,,.
...C O V E R E D  W IT H  f 
H A N D -P A IN T E D  ‘ 
F L O W E R S  A N ’, 
T H IN G S  ?
V O U  P U T  IT  R IG H T B A C K .'J  
T H A T ’S  M Y  F A V O R IT E ) 
S H IL L E L A G H
.. .A N ’ IT ’S  O N LY. U S E D  F O R  
N O N -F R IE N D L Y  S O C I A L  r  
F U N C T IO N S .y  , ------------------ ’
;5*29 CHA&..KUHN*
(/I
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I  c a n t  PRACTICE 
A\Y PIANO LESSON, 
UNCA DONALD.., 
1V.T <50T A
TO/Vi TOOK ME FOR A u/nMnoDiriii o ini: IKI







JWAB JUST LEAVING, 
T0M( yOU'P BETTER 







THAT'S,MY.B|ANP I  6U9PECTBP BRUNO RIMPIE, BUT NOW I  FIGURE SOME- 
BOPY'S TRYING TO
HILLO, MR9.
HERB TO TUNC 
THE PIANO
I  WAS ju s r  






TIMS TO PO Hlfl 
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280 Bc-rnard Avc. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers' Association of Canada 
'I'eday’t  Eastern Prices 
(as Bt 12 noon* 
AVERAGES (Noon)
D o w  J o n e s
OILS A.VD GAS
Bid
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GLASGOW (AP) — Woodcutter 
Peter Manuel was convicted to­
day of seven murders. The Glas 
gow High Court judge immedi 
ately sentenced him to be hanged. I cialist leader, and Interior Min- 
The 32-year-old Manuel stoodjister Jules Moch, the real powers 
silent in the dock as the judge, i in the outgoing cabinet, stood ex-
THE DAILY COfJRIES 1 0  m  '  I  I
C y p  5 h o y |d
(Continued From Page 1)
speech tumult broke out in the 
chamber. The Communists roared 
disapproval and the right cheered 
de Gaulle.
Premier Pierre Pflimlin, for 
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25 jNorth Ont. Gas 
j Trans Can Pipe 
















Lord Cameron, pronounced sen­
tence. Manuel then was swiftly 
hustled down the steps and out 
of the courtroom.
The jury had deliberated two 
hours and 21 minutes.
Manuel was convicted of six 
"capital”, murders which called 
for the death penalty. He also 
was found guilty of murder in the
30'» 
314 BONDS
27 >7 Bid Asked
2.5̂ 1 E.A. Oil 54-77 101 102
18 B.C. Elec. 54-77 1004 101
— Homo Oil 5-71 ' 124 126
28̂ 1 Inland Nat. Gas >
624: 54-77 103 105
124 Kelly Doug.
19 1 ex wts 6-77 984 994
79''i Loblaw (>-77 103 104
324: Wcstcoast “C”
73 1 54-88 984 994
54 Woodward’s 5-77 109 —SVi
8
29'i
Woodward's 5-78 1024 1034
MUTUAL FUNDS
3.00 Bid Asked
10 All Cdn Comp. 6.40 6.96
114 All Cdn Div. 5.48 5.96
304 Cdn Invc.st Fund 8.30 9.10




















pressionless as le Troquer spoke.
Coty called the two houses of 
parliambnt together after his ef­
forts to solve the political crisis 
by naming Gen. de Gaulle as pre­
mier reached a iwrilous stale­
mate.
An official communique issued 
this morning at the Elysce Pal-
death of Isabelle Cooke, 17, but | ace. residence of the president, 
the jury ruled that it shouM not said:
carry the death penalty.
Manuel, who was brought to 
his parents while still a child, was 
Scotland from New York City by 
acquitted of an eighth murder, 
that of 17-year-old Anne Kncil- 
ands.
He faced the great'st number 
of murder charges ever brought 
against a defendant in a modern 
British trial.
I Manuel handled his own de- 
1 fence for most of the trial after 
firing his two lawyers.
T. R. HILL ADMIRES DESK PEN SET
All-Time High Winner 
Of TV-Quiz Declared
NEW YORK (AP)-Elfrida von|NAMED C.S. SENATORS 





Pa.st pre.sidpnts of the Kelowna figure we were smart in settling 
Board of Trade and members of here," Mr. Hill remarked follow-
high winner for a single televi-i 10-pointcr on iwlitical leaders, 
sion quiz show. Ivyhile Miss von N a r d r o f f  cor-
Thc 32-year-old Brooklyn wo- rectly named the U.S. senators 
man set a new mark when she
won S50,000 to boost her bank­
roll on NBC-TV's Twenty-One to 
$216,500.
The highest single-show winner 
had been 11 - year - old Robert 
Strom, who won $192,000 on the 
■ CBS show The $64,000 Question.
" Miss von Nardroff won $50,000 
by defeating Frederick Rein of 
.Alexandria, Va., in their fifth 
’game. They competed for $2,500 
>  point in the difference between 
 ̂their scores.
• The champion defeated Rein by 
a 21-1 score to add to her pre- 
vious total of $166,500.
Mis.<? von Nardroff and Rein, 
who is on the staff of the United 
States information agency, com­
pleted their fourth tje game Mon­
day night after starting the pro­
gram deadlocked at 10-10.
In the decisive game, Rein 
scored 11 and Miss Von Nardroff 
10 in the first round on world 
cities.
representing Massachusetts, Illin­
ois, Wisconsin and Ohio.
Miss von Nardroff returns next 
week to announce whether she 
will continue on the show with 
another contestant.
Rein went home with $2,500.
Miss Von Nardroff recently left 
her job as a personnel manager.
Young Strom, a prodigy in sci­
ence and higher mathematics, fol­
lowed his winnings on The $64, 
000 Question by winning another 
$32,000 on the CBS show The $64,- 
000 Challenge. Thus he collected 
a total of $224,000 on the two 
shows.
the city council, last night paid 
tribute to T. U. Hill, at a testi­
monial dinner held at the Aquatic.
Mr. Hill has been secretary of 
the trade board for the past 12 
years, and was recently succeed­
ed by Fred Heatley, former pub­
lic relations officer with the Can­
adian Navy, who has been ap­
pointed to the full-time post of 
secretary-manager.
Mr. Hill w’as presented with a 
desk pen set and Mrs. Hill with 
a bouquet of flowers. ,
“We have enjoyed Kelowna 
Kelowna has been good to us. We 
could have gone elsewhere, but we
ing the presentation.
INFORMAL DINNER 
The dinner was strictly an in­
formal affair. Although Mr. Hill 
has stepped down as trade board 
secretary, it was hinted by Mayor 
R. F. Parkinson that he would 
probably “end up on a regatta 
committee,” while others express­
ed the hope that Mrs. Hill would 
continue her active leadrship ine 
th Kinette choir. Mrs. Hill was 
responsible for organizing the 
colorful musical aggregatjon sev­
eral years ago when the Kinsmen 
held a convention here. Since 
that time the group has appear­
ed at numerous functions held In 
Kelowna.
"The president of the republic 
last night met with the presi­
dents of the National Assembly 
and Senate, who gave him a re­
port on their meeting with Gen. 
de Gaulle.
“The president of the republic 
is going to address a message 
to parliament on the situation.” 
APPEALS FOR CALM 
It was learned that the two 
houses would meet at 3 p.m. (8 
to hear the presi-
Finlayson Accuses 
Victoria Of Failure
Frost Appoints Gordon 
To Probe Commissions
By PETER SYPNOWICH 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — Premier 
Frost has appointed economist 
Walter L. Gordon to lead an in­
vestigation into how Ontario’s 
VANCOUVER (C'P) — B. C.jgovernment can avoid France’s 






MEXICO CITY (AP)—Mexico 
today is a lighthouse in Latin 
America’s stormy seas of politi 
cal and economic unrest.
Mexico is politically tranquil 
even though this is an election 
year. Its economy is firm, strong 
enough to w e a t h e r  admitted 
weaknesses on some fronts.
Its people are optimistic, their 
living standard is improving.
Mexico, northernmost nation in 
Latin America, is a dominant 
force in the Spanish - speaking 
world. In population, with 32,- 
000,000 and growing annually at 
a rate of three per cent, it is 
second only to Brazil in Latin 
America.
NO REVOLUTIONS
Mexico has freedom of speech 
and of the press. And, it has not 
had a revolution for decades.
The dominant party is the 
Party of Revolutionary Institu­
tions whose presidential candi­
dates have never lost an election.
Among the opposition parties 
which in 1952 won almost a third 
of the popular vote is the Party 
choose sides worked fairly well of National Action. Its voice is 
until last year. But then fanatical strong. /  .. ^
Cincinnati fans stuffed, the ballot President Adolfo Ruiz Cortines 
box and it appeared that eight six-year term ends this Decern-• • a < 1 at ' __  A {t%
Major Leaguers 
Pick Own Stars
BALTIMORE (AP) — Ameri­
can and National League players 
start choosing their own All-Star 
teams by ballot June 22.
In addition to active players, 
managers and coaches will also 
vote for the stars they consider 
the best to represent the majors 
in the silver anniversary game 
here July 8. The teams will be 
announced June 29.
This is the first year the play­
ers will have a chance to pick 
their representative^^ in the mid­
season classic.
The old system of letting fans
a.m. MDT) 
dent.
The communique added; “In 
the gravity of the coming hours, 
the chief of state counts on the 
natriotism of all who live under 
the protection of the tricolor flag 
to await with calm and respect 
for order the decisions whi<:h will 
be taken very soon."
Cotv’s move came amid.st un­
certainty as to the next step in 
de Gaulle’s seemingly inevitable 
stcD-by-sten return to power.
The wartime leader, making a 
bid for the reins of government 
after 12 years, conferred here 
early today on the means of his 
return to active leadership.
He then drove back to his coun­
try home 150 miles southeast of 
Paris leaving doubt about the 
success of his talks with Andre 
le Troquer, National Assembly 
president, an<l Senate President 
Gaston Monnerville.
BLOCKED BY SOCIALISTS 
The two were charged by Pres­
ident Cotv late Wednesday night 
to talk with de Gaulle to “ envis­
age with him the conditions in 
which the government of the re­
public could be formed.”
De Gaulle’s major obstacle fol­
lowing the resignation at dawn 
Wednesday, after 14 turbulent 
days, of Premier Pierre Pflimlin, 
was the determined opposition of 
the powerful Socialist party,
The general has made it clear 
that he will only assume power 
if all non-Communist parties in 
parliament agree to invest him 
De Gaulle offered to head a 
government after army leaders 
and settlers in Algeria seized 
power May 13 in defiance of the 
government and demanded ̂  that
INDIANAPOLIS (AD — Good 
weather is expected Friday foi 
the start of the 42nd 500-miU 
Indianapolis auto jacc.
A possibility of TtWegree te m -^  
perature during the race—prim* f 
for reducing tire wear and saving 
fuel—cheer^ drivers called to­
gether by Chief Steward Harlan 
Fengler for their annual Instruc­
tion meeting.
Fengler said there Is only a . 
.slim ixissibility an alternate will 
get into the lineup. No alternates 
will be used unless disabling 
mechanical defects arc discov­
ered among the 33 qualified cars 
before 7:30 a.m. MDT Friday 
when all engines must be turned 
off until the race starLs.’
Sam Hanks, last year’s winner 
and now director of <x>mpctltion T  
for Indianapolis Speedway, will 
lead the opening parade through 
a pit exit on the southwest turn. 
The vehicles will move into three- 
car rows on the parade lap, 
make one more lap at increasing 
speed and then hit the starting 
line at racing speed ns Hanks 
wheels his pace car into the pit 
entrance.
The weather bureau offered 10- 
to-1 odds for good weather andx 
said chances were only 6 to 
that the classic won't be Inter­
rupted by rain.
 a  a n  n    de Gaulle head an emergency re
_» Ontario’s 24 b o a r d s l^edlegs might take the field ber. A presidential-election “ Ljme in Paris.























Conservative leader Deane Fin- 
layson Tuesday night accused 
the Social Credit government of 
failing to meet the province’s 
problem of labor strife.
Addressing a party meeting, 
Mr. Finlayson said there never 
was a time in the province’s his­
tory “when more disruption, 
hardship and bitter feelings were 
evident” because of numerous 
strikes.
Electric P o w e r  Commission 
which has assets worth $2,260,- 
000,000 and last year listed capi­
tal expenditures of $200,000,000— 
more than any governrrient de­
partment except highways: The 
hospital services commission will 
become a $300,000,000 - a - year 
The premier has announced operation after Ontario’s hospital 
three-man committee will insurance plan comes into opera-
HANEY, B.C. (CP)—The Je­
hovah’s Witness sect here has 
won a two-year legal battle to 
obtain a permit to erect a hall. 
The sect has obtained a B.C. 
Supreme Court writ ordering 
Maple Ridge council' to issue a 
permit for the $15,000 biiilding.





Once Only Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Twice Saturday 
at 5:00 and 8:00 p.in.
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sion in Ontario, examing the oper­
ation of 24 government boards 
and commissions.
Headed by Mr. Gordon, chair­
man of the royal commission, in­
quiry that reported on Canada’s 
economic prospects, the Commit­
tee will include Dr. W. A. Mack­
intosh, principal of Queen’s Uni­
versity in Kingston, and Clifford 
R. Magono, former deputy attor­
ney-general.
"We must sec that these boards 
and commissions don't get so 
strong and powerful that they 
overwhelm government itself,” 
Premier Frost told reporters.
"At the same time the problem 
in a world that is half-slave and 
half-free is that the free world 
doesn't perl.sh simply because it 
ha.'tn’t the power to act quickly 
and effectively,
“Franco is so affected by In­
decision arid the impdtoncy of 
government that that great na­
tion can’t function.”
M  A  • SUITS -  SPORTS JACKETS -New ArnVQIS In b la zer s  and s u c k s
■FOR GRADUATION
tion next year.
During the recent session of the 
legislature the standing commit­
tee on commissions confessed it 
was unable to carry out its an­
nual task of inspecting the gov­
ernment agencies and pleaded for 
a new arrangement. Members of 
the committe(; also asked that the 
legislature have a hand in any 
inquiry into the problem.
•J" Smart Styles for Students, Young Men and Men
o rr
MORI
o u T o ru ra
...0 0  OUT 
TOA 
MOVIII
EveninKCs! Adults 85c Students 60o Children 25c '
Sat. before 5:00 p.m.; Adults 60o Students 50o Children 50c
s p e c ia l  KIDDIEvV MATINEE SATURDAY 
at 1:00 and 3:00 p.m.
WESTERN AND CARTOONS
COMING MONDAY —  DOUBLE BILL
THE SAFECRACKER-THE HIRED GUN








Gates open 7:30 
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Win In Ita ly
ROME (AP)—Final election re 
turn.s made ])laln today that the 
pro-Wo.stcrn Christian Democrats 
will continue to , govern Italy, 
either in coalition with the nilnor 
centre pnrtic.s or with, their sup 
port.
day for a new pnrlinrpent loft the 
political picture about the same. 
The ’ centre and extreme loft 
made small Raln.s. The Monarch- 
i.st.s lo.st heavily and the Fascists 
dropped slightly.,
When the new p a r 11 a pa o n t 
meets Jan. 6 the Christian Demo­
crats will be asked nknln to form 
a government. Urey 'have ruled 
since the end of the war.
Premier Adone Zoll Is expected 
to step down and give Christian 
Domricrat Leader Amintore Fan- 
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T O N IG H T
DOUHLE BILL
"THE AMERICANO"
Western drama in color
Glen Ford 
Frank Lovojoy
~  ALSO —
"FlYING
LEATHERNECKS"
Air drama in color




Of the finest quality all wool 
English worsteds, .worsted flan­
nels, bramble twists, etc. Ex­
pertly tailored to insure a per­
fect fit. New spring styles and 
colors in Tall, Regular, Short 
Models. Sizes 34 to 44. Priced 
at—
59 .50 , 65 .00 , 6 9 .5 0 / 
75.00 and 85 .00
“Arrow” and “Forsyth”
WHITE SHIRTS
Several collar styles, single or 
French cuff. 14}'  ̂ to 17)j. 
Priced a t .............. . 5.00 up
NAVY BLAZERS
Of all wool English flannel. Sizes 34 
to 44. Priced at—
23 .50  to 39 .50  
SPORTS JACKETS
Imported English Tweeds in the 
newest styles and colors for spring. 
Tails, Regulars, Shorts. Sizes 33 to 
46 Priced at— \
25 .00  to 45 .00  
"DAKS" IMPORTED SLACKS
Exclusively with Meiklc’s — Pair 27.50 
SLACKS of all wool English worsted flannels, worsteds,
.... 14.95 „ 2 5 .0 0
COMING
Friday and Saturday 








For the Young Lady
IINEN PLAIN PUMPS—High hecLs. Priced at . ......... ;........  ....  9.95
ALL WHITE PUMPS—with Illusion heels ......... ...........................; 9.95 to 14.95
FLATTIES IN WHITE-^Plaiii vamp, low heel, pair ............ ....................... 7.95
SHOES FOR YOUNG MEN
BLACK LLAMA GRAIN MOCCASIN VAMP OXFORDS—v 1 A
l^cw 3-cyclct tic. Priced at, pair .......... ........ ............ .........................  Iv *
^  BLACK CALF PLAIN VAMP OXFORD—Ideal for dress or 1A 95  
school wear, pair .... ................................... .....  .... ........
BLACK AND BROWN SEBAGO LOAFERS-.The finest in \ 1 9  95
loafer styles. Priced at, pair ................... ...... .................................. A
G g O ,  a . I w e i M e  L .I u ,
297 BERNARD AVE. KEIXJWNA
..................................................  ̂ |
